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New Kean Logo Stirs Controversy
By Steve Marlowe
Many students and faculty are
voicing negative opinions about
the sudden appearance of the new
Kean College logo. With its $27,500
price tag, the lack of campus opinion into its inception and the absence of opportunity for students
in the college's Visual Communications Program to design a logo,
many members of the college
community have expressed disapproval.
The new logo, depicting an
abstract of the letter K, was designed by Robin Soltisbrach through
the consulting firm of F.E. Worthington of Maryland.
F.E. Worthington submitted a
bid of $27,500 to the Board of
Trustees to develop the new ''visual identity project" for the college, the second highest of the
three proposal received by the
board, according to Pat Molden,
director of College Relations.
The board did not chose the

medium-priced bid because they
felt that F.E. Worthington better fit
the college's needs.
Molden also said that$2,500of
the bid was for travel expenses
which the compnay has not yet
charged the school.
Some students
and faculty felt the
money should not
have been spent at
all when the college is faced with
so many other problems in the middle
of a potentially
devastating budget
crisis.

for the project was appropriated
during better financial times for
the college. He said that in lieu of
the budget crisis th is may not have
been the "best time" to reveal the
new logo, although he did agree
with its purpose.
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"How can we spend that much
money on a logo when we can't
even hire enough faculty and we
don't have enough classrooms,"
Professor of Communications, Gay
Lumsden said.
Vice President of Student Services, Patrick Ippolito, said the money

Another problem students have
expressed about the logo is that it
doesn't say what it was supposed
to.
The college's "positioning statement" that accompanys the logo
was developed by the consulting
firm following a year long culmi-

nation of meetings with representatives of the faculty, staff, students and administrators.
The purpose of the four paragraph statement is to describe the
college verbally, simultaneously
with what the logo says visually.
The statement
ta Iks about Kean as
a "multi-c.ultural
community" with a
mission of "inclusion and diversity
as opportunity for
understanding."
It states that the
college "will be
well-known and
favorably regarded
both as a public educational institution and regional resource."
"I don't think that what we said
came out in the logo. I think its
pretty boring," Black Student Union President Kenye Cc,.,ington said.
Covington was a member of the

student focus groups interviewed
by the consultant.
During a presentation to the
board, William Linthicum of F.E.
Worthington described the logo's
two major elements, one of which
was how "the symbol is an abstract
of K denoting access.•
Molden said the committee
looked at over 1 00 designs before
choosing the new logo, which
through its "thickness shows the
strength of the college. The openness represents its friendliness, not
a boxed-in feeling."
"The new logo to me says that
people at Kean can't even spell the
letter K correctly,• said Daria
Romankow, a senior who was
present at a communications class
discussion Molden had about the
logo this week.
Speaking as an individual faculty member, Prof. Lumsden, who
also works professionally in the
(Continued on Page 3)
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Fraternity rock garden near 30 minute parking where a fight took place on Nov. 15 between members
Lambda Theta Phi and five non-students.
,,,,_ by Rob Hourdi1/d

Two Arrested After Brawl
By Nick Calamito
Two males were arrested the
night of November 15th after a
fight between members of the fraternity Lambda Theta Phi and five
non-student males, which took
place in 30 minute parking.
David Gray, 19 of Vauxhall
and Cesar Chica, 24 of Jersey City,
were both arrested for disorderly
conduct and trespassing, according to Campus Police Lt. Davis.
''Two males who were engaged
in fighting and a disturbance with
a car at the 30 minute parking area
(behind cafeteria) were arrested
for disorderly conduct and trespassing."
Davis continued, ''There were
about 40 people grouped in this

area and then blocked a car from
getting through, then proceeded to
attack the car."
Lambda Theta Phi was celebrating the completion of their
pledging ritual near the fraternity
and sorority painted rocks across
from the 30 minute parking when
a car came towards them, according to Tito Vidal, President of
Lambda Theta Phi.
"Ourgroupwascelebratingthe
completion of pledging · with
members of other fraternities and
sororites when a car with five males
came towards us," Vidal said, "We
turned around to see the lights of
the car and one male came out of
the car to start trouble."
Henry Ball, one of the cele-
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brants and friend to the fraternity
brothers received multiple injuries from one male that came out
of the car.
"I asked the guy that came out
of the car what was his problem
and the nextthing I knew, he threw
a beer bottle and hit me and the
car proceeded to take off," Ball
said.
Campus police responded to
the call with the aid of Union
police who blocked off the car,
preventing the driver from leaving. While the police were questioning both groups, the police
failed to ignore two complaints
from the students who were celebrating, according to Bal Iand John
Jay Lalama.
''The police ignored that I was
hurt, so the members of Lambda
Theta Phi had to take me to the
hospital," according to Ball.
"I told Campus police that I saw
one of the guys put something in
the car, that seemed to be a gun,
but I wasn't sure. The officer responded to me, "I will see what I
want to see," Lalama said.
One of those arrested was a
member cJ Lambda Theta Phi, Vidal
(Continued on Page 3)

of the new controversial grading
policy debuting this term, adopted
at Kean College and approved by
President Elsa Gomez on October
24, 1989.
The controversy is surrounded
by three main issues: Why does
the policy not include grades of
A+ or C-? What are the ranges for
the new grades pertaining to tests
and assignments? Why were the
students not informed by the
Administration of the new policy?
Vice-President of Academic
Affairs, Dr. Louanne Kennedy, who
came into office after the policy
was adopted, said she is having
trouble understanding the students'
gripes.
"Why should this be the issue
people are focussing on?" Kennedy said. ''There are more important things like tuition and the budget
that effect students. This is all much
ado about nothing."
The new policy allows for the
following grades: A = 4.0, A- =
3.7, B+ = 3.3, B = 3.0, B- = 2.7, C+
=2.3,C=2.0, D= 1.0,and F=0.0.
As the end of the Fall 1990 term
approaches, some students are sti II
unaware of the new grading system and many are asking questions about the new policy and its
effects on students.
According to Mike Searson,
Faculty Senate chairperson, the
were heated debates at many Senate meetings concerning the question of including the A+ and Cgrades.
Searson, who was not on the
Faculty Senate at the time, could
not give specific details, but recalls that many professors did not
feel that an A+ was necessary.
Searson said that it was his
understanding that "most professors feel that an A is the absolute
best a student can achieve. Therefore, there is no need for an A+,
because how can a student do
better than the best he or she can
achieve?"
TheC- grade was excluded since

c
any courses
and majors. A grade of C- would
be worth 1.7 grade points, and
hence would be below the minimum allowable grade for many
courses.
Kennedy feels that a C- would
hinder students, making it harder
to get the "minimum grade" in a
required course for graduation.
Students receiving a C- in a course
would have to repeat the course.
,According to both Searson and

Dr. Louanne Kennedy

Kennedy, the range for grades on
tests and assignments would be
determined by each professor
independent of his department.
Theoretically, two students taking
the same course with separate
professors could obtain the same
average, yet get two different grades.
Most professors use roughly the
same range (A = 100-90), but the
effects of the new policy on students grades will not be determined for some time.
Kennedy explained that the new
grading policy "is only that: a policy" and allows each professor the
option to give pluses and minuses.
So the question still remains:
Why were the students so uninformed of a change that effects
(Continued on Page 3)
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Campus Calendar

The Freshman Center

What's Going On ...
Friday, November 30, 1990

6 - 11pm
3 - 10pm

Lambda Theta Alpha
Student Org.

D.R. 3
Alumni Lounge

Saturday, December 1, 1990

8pm - 1am
3 - 10pm

Carribbean Festival
LS.A.

C.C. Cafe
D.R. 1,2&3

Sunday, December 2, 1990

4-10pm
6 - 8pm
8 - 10pm
7 - 11 pm

Fashion Show - I.S.A.
Mass-Cath. Stud. Org.
Lambda Theta Phi
Lambda Theta Alpha

D.R. 2&3
Alumni Lounge
Rm.A
Rm. B

Monday, December 3, 1990
7 - 11 pm
9 - 11 pm

8 - 9:30pm

Rho Theta Tau
Kappa Delta Tau
Campus Advance

Alumni Lounge
Rm. A
Rm. B

Tuesday, December 4, 1990

7:40 - 10:1 0pm
7:40 - 10:1 0pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm

Omega Sigma Psi
Sigma Beta Tau
Nu Sigma Phi
Lambda Chi Rho
Nu Theta Chi
Zeta Delta Pi
Delta Sigma Pi
Chess Club
H.A.S.
Memorabilia
Day Care Center
LY.CF.
LS.A.
A.C.M.
E.E.O.

1 :40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm

c.c.c.

7 - 11 pm
7 - 11 pm
7 - 11 pm

7:30 - 11 pm
7 - 11 pm

Zi on ist Assoc.

, ,40 - 3a0Spm

D.E.C.A.

l :40 - 3:05pm

Pre-Law Club

1 :40 - 3:05pm

Gay People at Kean

1 :40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm

Pakistani Club
Filipino Culture Club

D.R. 2
D.R. 3
Al umni Lounge
Rm.A
Rm. B
V.E.-113
T-211
T-207
j-100, 140
)-137
CSS-108
J-132
)-203
T-2 12
J-134, 135, 136,
139, 142, 143, 145,
304, T-208, 2 16
)-301
J-204A
J-131
J-133
V.E.- 113

)-336
B-109

3:05 - 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm

H.O .P.E.
Sophomore Class Pa rty
Hotline Trai ning
Sigma Beta Ch i
Rho Sigma Ch i
Nu De lta Pi
Chess Club
Lambda Theta Alpha
Alpha Theta Pi
LY.C F.
E.E.O .

Grill Room
C.C. Cafe
Alumni Lou nge
Alumn i Lounge
Rm. A
Rm. B
T-207
)-2 03
J-143
)-132
J-137, 138, 203,
T-216
)-133
Pre-Law Club
)-13 9
K.C. fo r Life
V.E.-113
Kea n Colle ge Gospel Choir
)-3 04
Lambda Tau Omega

Lambda Theta Phi

"What has brought you to such
an awful and inaccurate conclusion?"
"Maybe it was the time you
charred the front lawn. Remember, you didn't want to mow the
lawn, so you took one of your selfproclaimed "short-cuts" and broke
out the kerosene. Or maybe it was
the time you nominated yourself
the "Indoor-Maintenance Man" and
put yourself in charge of the fireplace. Remember: "I think I'll pour
some gasoliine on the fire, that
should get it going. You used to
have eyebrows, Uncle Chuck."
"I can't believe you still hold
me accountable for those things.
That was a long time ago. Things
are different now. So what's your
idea for a safer holiday?"
'Well, you could come down
to Kean College for the collegewide holiday celebration -- Decemberfest on Monday, Dece mber 3rd from 3pm - 6 pm in the
College Center, and for evening
students in Willis and Hutchinson
from 6pm - 8pm. There w ill be
refreshments, a Food Drive for the
needy, so any non-perishable foods
can be brought al ong, a Toys for
Tots Drive, so toys can be brought
along, and also a letter-writing Christmas Card campaign for our
soldiers in Saudi Arabia."
"You mean I could write letters
to our soldiers in Saudi Arabia?"
"Yes, you could do that."
"I could give them some good
battle tips!"
"Uh, no, Uncle Chu ck, I think

we're supposed to send them letters of support, letting them know
that we'll be thinking of them
through the holidays. I know you
mean well, but I don't advise you
to share your battle tips.•
"Why not?" asks Uncle Chuck,
clearly enraged that you've struck
down his brilliant idea.
"What would happen if your
battle tips got into the wrong hands?
What if the - you know -- the other
guys got ahold of your battle tips?
You never know what the mail is
like over there."
"Hmmm, you're right. I never
thought of it that way. I'm glad
you're critical th inking skills are
so sharp."
"So Uncle Chuck, are you going
to attend the Decemberfest on
December 3rd?"
"Maybe I'll write a few letters.
Is Ale a non-perishable food item?"
"I don 'tth ink so, UncleChcuk.
Maybe you 'd better stick to the
letter writi ng campa ign."
''Thaty and this fireworks d isplay. I want to have this done for
the first week of December."
"Oh, I see," you say uneasily,
praying that the house will still be
there when you get back. "Remember Uncle Chuck, that's on
Monday, December 3rd from 3pm
- 6pm in the College Center, and
for evening students from 6pm 8pm in Willis and Hutchinson Halls.
Tip of t he Week: Today! Attend
the "What Can I Do With a Major
In?" presentation in Downs Hall
from 9:30am - 1 pm today!

The New Student Committee will be meeting on December 4th at 1 :40
p.m. in the Freshman Center. It's never too late to join! See you there!

***

The Commuter Club will be meeting on December 11th at 1 :40p.m. in
the Freshman Center. Jointoday!

***

Thursday, December 6, 1990

8pm - 2am

"That was one great Thanksgiving dinner, what I remember of it,"
says Uncle Chuck, getting careless
with a can of lighter fluid.
"Gee, Uncle Chuck, I'm suprised you remember anything about
Thanksgiving; you were pretty
drunk," you respond, carefully
taking the lighter fluid out of his
hands.
"I only had a few too many
because I knew I wasn't driving. If
I was driving, !would have stayed
sober. Where are you going with
the lighter fluid?"
"Better question: What were you
doing with the lighter fluid?"
"I was working on a project...for
the holidays, sort of a Christmas
fireworksdisplay,"explains Uncle
Chuck, grabbing back his lighter
fluid .
If a person could be declared a
health hazard, Uncle Chuck would
be locked up by the Env ironmental
Protection Agency for sure, you
figure. But he's absent-minded, he 's
your Uncle and he 's holding a
highly flammable solvent in his
hands, so you play his game.
"Uncle Chuck, may I suggest a
safer way to celebrate the holidays?"
"A safer way? Are you suggesting that Uncle Chuck is not safe?
Are you implying that with all my
worldly experience and knowledge
that I am so inept as to not know
how to hand le a simple can of
lighter flui d w hile making a fireworks display?"
"Ye s."

Catholic Mass is held in Downs Hall, Alumni Lounge at 7 p.m. every
Sunday. Sponsored by Catholic Student Org.

Wednesday, December 5, 1990

3- 5pm
8pm-1am
5- 7pm
7-1 1pm
7 - 11 pm
7 - 11 pm
7:40 - 10:1 0pm
7:40 - 10:1 0pm
7:40 - 10:10pm
3:05 0 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm

Focus On Freshmen ,

C.C. Cafe

Library .Schedule
Fal I Semester, 1990
September 6 - December 21
Mondays Thru Thursdays ................ 8:00 AM - 11 :00 PM
Fridays .................................. ............ 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Saturdays ...................... ... ............... 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM
Sundays ............................ .............. 1:00 PM -10:00 PM

For East Campus Library Hours
Check With The Library

The Zionist Association
Of Kean College
Wishes The Entire Jewish
Community
A Happy, Healthy Chanukah

Dear Connie

Dear Connie:
I have to make a speech in front
of my class and I'm terrified. I keep
thinking that I'll make a complete
fool of myself by stuttering or forgetting my speech. Last night I
dreamt that I was standing in front
of my class frozen. Can you help
me?
Terrified

Dear Terrified:
Some people who are afraid to
speak in public are creating anxiety with their own thoughts. They
tell themselves that they must never

make a mistake in public or they
must never look foolish. They also
tel I themselves that if they failed, it
would be awful, catastrophic, and
they would be worthless.

You might become less terrified about your speech if you were
to allow yourself to make mistakes. You might begin by saying
to yourself "All humans make mistakes, I would prefer not to make
one, and if I do, it's not a disaster."
The idea is to challenge your unrealistic beliefs about failure and
replace them w ith rational ones.

Changing your belief system is
difficult. If you need help dealing
with your anxiety, you might call
the Counseling Center or check
out the Stree Management support
group. Call 527-2082 for meeting
times.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Connie would like to get letters
from you! "Letters for Connie" mailboxes are now in the Bookstore
and Freshman Ce nter.
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Faculty Spotlight: Michael Israel
By Lamont Rouse

Dr. Michael Israel is the Crim inal Justice coord inator at Kean
College. He is also the pre-law
advisor. Dr. Israel is into his twentysecond year of teaching at Kean
College.
Dr. Israel has an extensive
educational background. He received his B.A. from Anti och College, in Yellow Springs, Ohio. He
has three graduate degrees from
Rutgers University. Two are masters degrees, with one in Criminal
Justice. He also has a Ph.D. in
Political Science.
Dr. Israel has interesting views
concerning crimes and its causes.
He says that "Crime is caused by
the whole political and social system." In order to eliminate crime,
Dr. Israel suggests, "Create a just
and fair society. The worst thing
you can do is build more prisons."
Dr. Israel raised several concerns about the criminal trial process. "I disagree with the adverserial nature. Nobody looks ata case
as a whole. The jury has a limited
view; they're also naive. I'm not a
great believer in the jury system."
He also expressed particular
views on how criminals could best
be rehabilitated.
"There is no reason why we
can't treat and punish at the same
time. Nothing is lost. What we
need is more research. We need
more theraputic communities. A
lot of people in prison are sick,
such as drug addicts and sex offenders."
"I'm not toally anti-prison," he
continued. "But there are a lot of
little things we can do to make
prison a less destructive environ-

(Con tinued from Page 1)

Dr. Michael Israel

ment. 11
The Independent inquired on

what he believed crime would be
like in the future. "No great change.
Media has something to do with
crime, but I don't see it getting any
worse," he said.
Dr. Israel believes that the criminal justice field has many developing opportunities. ''The interesting thing that will be learned is
treatment strategies. There are going
to be exciting things, great challenges for professionals."

Dr. Israel is completing his book,
tentatively titled The Hard Fall.
Rutgers University will publish the
book. It is due in about a year. He
says that, "I hope the book makes a
contribution. I puteverything I had
into it. Writing a book like that
takes a tremendous sacrifice. It
takes a lot of time. I thought I
covered a lot of ground. I spent
many hours reading thousands and
thousands of court pages. When
you're teaching full-time, that is
not easy.•

(Continued from Page 1)

said. "Cesar Chica, who is a member of the Seton Hall Charter of our
fraternity, was arrested when the
police came up from behind him
and he thought it was one of the
guys from the car, so he responded
by rebelling, so they arrested him
for "disorderly conduct.•
After constant talking with
Campus police, "they finally arrested one of the five males from
the car," Vidal said.
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KCFT Scholarship winners Mary Lou Brennan and Bridget Ann
Gotts show their awards.
Pholo credits. Joe K.,,,

Two Win Scholarship
The Kean College Federation of
Teachers awarded scholarship
certificates to two Kean students at
its Executive Committee meeting
held on November 15th. The Schol- ,
arships, one for a ful I-time student
and one for a part-time student,
were the first annual awards by the
Union which represents faculty
members and professional staff
members at the College.
Bob Sitelman, President of the
Union and Professor of Philosophy, made the presentation to Bridget Anne Getts, a full-time freshman, and to Mary Lou Brennan, a
part-time senior. Representing the
KCFT Scholarship Committee,
which selected the two winners,
was Professor Glen Thatcher of
the Department of Technology.
The KCFT Scholarships were
initiated during 1989-1990 when

New Logo

members of the Union's Executive
Committee decided that they
wanted to provide assistance to
students at the college beyond their
usual teaching and staff assignments. ''The students help us in
many ways," said John Marcinski
of the Learning Assistance Program, "so it is right that we help
them in many ways."
The first KCFT Scholarship
winners are notably different from
each other. Ms. Getts is a resident
of Bellmar, New Jersey and a recent graduate of Triton Regional
High School. She is a first-semester Freshman. Ms. Brennan, a resident of Un ion, has completed pver
90 credits towards her Bachelor's
Degree in Early Childhood Education. She is employed as a teacher's
assistant by the Union Township
Board of Education.

This incident didn't end here.
Members of the Lambda Theta Phi
were at a friend's apartment in
Rodgers Hall the following night
when these same five males
knocked on the door, accord ing to
Vidal. The individuals were later
escorted off campus by Campus
police.
"I feel Campus pol ice aren 't
doing their job of protecting Kean
College students when these five
males, who are non-students,
continue to harass us and all they
keep on getting is an escort off
campus.

field of communications, remarked
that she did not li ke the new logo.
"It looks incomp lete to me. Weak.
It doesn't say ' Kean College' to
me," Lumsden said. "I don 't see the
statement in the logo."
Molden did point out that the
positioning statement and the research involved would have other
benefits besides its partnership with
the logo.
"It will also be very useful to us
in the areas of advertising, recruitment, external contracts and it gives
us a better feeling about the college we couldn't have gotten objectively if we did it inside (the
college),• Molden said.
This brings up another student/
faculty gripe about the project:
Why not have a student at Kean
design the logo? It would have
been cheaper and would have given
a Kean College student the opportunity to start a promising career.
"We have an outstanding Visual Communications Department
with many faculty that work as
professionals in their fields and
many · very talented students,•
Lumsden said. "I don't understand
why the college community was
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not consulted with more. There
was obviously not e nough student
involve me nt in the selection and
design of the logo."
Molden said the decision to
hire an outside firm was for "political reasons" and was based on the
complexity of the interviewing
process necessary to develop the
positioning statement which was
an integral part in finding the identity of the college.
The decision was made in
consultation with a faculty member of the design production staff,
according to Molden, but she would
not elaborate on the discussions,
or recommendations from the faculty member.
She did say that "an outside
consultant would be able to bring
an external perspective which
would be very valuable to the
process.•
The next phase of the visual
identity project is implmentation
of the logo, which will be phased
in throughout the campus over a
one to two year period, Molden
said. There is also an instruction
manual on "How to use the Logo"
which Molden said is due out
around January 1, 1991.

POW-MIA
Forming Club
By Brenda Foy

Daniel Wood, State Chairman
of the National Forget-Me-Not
Association, spoke before the
Executive Board of Student Organization on N01ember 16th about
forming a POW-MIA Awareness
Club at Kean College.
Wood was pleased to note that
there has already been enough
interest amongst members of the
student body at Kean to allow for
the immediate formation of the
club.
A report released by the U.S.
Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations Republican Staff on
October 29, 1990 released interim
information on the Southeast Asian
POW-MIA issue. A large number
of sightings of live American prisoners, and the almost 2,000 soldiers that are not accounted for
from the Vietnam conflict are being

investigated after a long "hush"
period. Wood explained that part
of the reason this problem has not
been worked on by the Forget-MeNots and other associations is that
the'information had been considered classified, and that only now
are they starting to make successful efforts towards declassification.
Students at Kean College will
be able to help in these efforts by
participation in letter-writing
campaigns with other state schools,
by attending rallies, by wearing
POW-MIA bracelets and t-shirts,
and by creating a biweekly newsletter updating the student popu lation on the work of the Club. He
urges all interested students to
contact him at 355-2793 for further information. Vietnam is not
the only country where there may
be live prisoners of war from major conflicts.

New Grading
(Continued from Page 1)

the time.
them so much?
Kennedy said that she did inThe Faculty Senate believed that
the Independent and the profes- . form students through a letter which
sors would be able to communi- was to be passed out by all profescate the information to students, sors. The letter dated August 23,
along with student representatives, 1990, describes the new grading
eventhoughthelndependentand policy and the writing emphasis
the professors did not adopt the requirement.
Kennedy maintains that 7,000
new policy.
Searson said that it was not the letters were distributed to the deans
responsbility of the Senate or the of the schools, who in turn were to
Academic Standards committees distribute them to professors. The
to inform students, but it was the professors were asked to hand out
responsibility fo the president of the letters in the first week of classes
the college, whom he understands this term.
Kennedy said she was sure the
delegated the authority to the Vi~
President of Academic Affairs at copies were delivered, but main-

tained little knowledge of there
whereabouts from that point on.
"In talking with students I have
heard that some received five copies
(of the letter) while others only
received two copies... (and one)
that has not received any copy,•
Kennedy said.
When asked how the new policy would effect the overall grade
point average of the students at
Kean, Kennedy said it would remain "virtually the same." She did
admit that the change in grading
would effect 'A' students the most
since they do get some 'A' minuses.
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Commentary
Keen Qn. Kean

ByMannyCantor,

·. ·Protests Mount Against War Policy
It was my intention to devote
today's column to several tranquil
happenings on the Kean College
campus. Buttherisingtideofresistance to U.S. war policy inthe
Persian Gulf does not encourage
tranquility. And the time for action
is limited. This is a moment in
history for all truly patriotic, truly
moral American men and women
to help and encourage their fellow
citizens to speak out in time to
save thousands of lives, to save
billions of dollars, to save our
country's honor and prestige.
Many of you avidly read the
daily press, as I do. But the majority of the Kean population is just
too busy commuting, working,
studying and keeping up with the
hectic pace of today's mode of
living to stay abreast of dialy developments. Besides, it is in the
fine print, in the last paragraphs,
on an inner page, that the most
significant detai I in the news story
may be buried ...The following
quotes and comments, bearing on
the Gulf crisis, may have escaped
your attention.
Senator
Daniel
Patrick
Moynihan, a former Ambassador
to the United Nations, on the ABC

television program "Good Morning America" said, "He (Bush) will
wreck our military; he will wreck
hisAdministation, and he'll spoil a
chance to get a collective security
system working. It breaks your
heart."
Senator Sam Nunn of Georgia,
Chairman of the Senate Armed
Services Committee, on CBS "Face
the Nation .": I haven't been told
why we have to rush this thing.
Why not let the embargo work? It's
one thing to say it is important and it is important that Kuwait be
liberated and that we are going to
use economic sanctions to do so.
It's another thing to say that America is going to take on the mission
- with some help, but not a lot of
help - to confront Iraq and to Iiberate Kuwait. That's a different mission and raises a host of questions.•
Senator Richard G . Lugar, senior Republican on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, commenting on the near-doubling of
the U.S . military force in the Gulf:
"His decision has set the United
States on a collision course in which
Iraq will either withdraw from
Kuwait or be forced to do so by

military means." Lugar wanted to
convene Congress to get support
for Bush's decision.
Senator Edward M. Kennedy:
''The United States is one a headlong course toward war."
In a meeting with Congressional
leaders President Bush waved a
handful of articles from Iraq newspapers which quoted items like
the above. He implied these Senators, and other critics of his policy,
were disloyal and gave comfort to
Hussein. The N. Y. Times editorial
next day was titled "Double Insult
From the President", and concluded:
"In this democracy, true weakness
is to paper over real differences.
True strength is to raise questions,
answer them and then proceed,
honestly and honorably united."
On October 16, President Bush
said "the fight isn't about oil."
Secretary of State James A. Brady
on November 13: ''To bring it down
to the level of the average American citizen. let me say that means
jobs. If you want to sum it all up in
one word, it's jobs." My comment:
how many fathers and mothers do
you know who would sacrifice a
son or daughter to preserve their
job? Besides, how can the fight be

about jobs, and not be about oil?
Here is a sampling of headlines, which tell the story of the
great hesitancy of our allies to
endorse the U.S. push for military
action: "Egypt's President calls for
a delay in attacking Iraq." "Japanese feat of militarism fuels opposition to sending troops to the Gulf,"
"Allies tell Baker use of force n
eeds U.N. backing," "Turkey wary
of being a 'second front' in a war,"
"Soviet diplomat urges delay in
U.N. action in Gulf crisis." Similar
sentiments could be cited from
China, Ciermany, France and many
other countries.
Clearly, the casualties will be
mainly American and Iraqi. Columnist Ben Wattenberg in the Star
ledger says "it is probable that Iraq
can be broken quickly with relatively few casualties." But the
commander of the American forces,
General H. Norman Schwarzkopf,
said earllier this month that war
with Iraq ''would cause thousands
and thousands of innocent casualties." I believe the commander,
not the conservative columnist.
The general board of the National Council of Churches, unanimously, and to sustain applause,

adopted a resolution that criticized
the Bush Administration for "reckless rhetoric", "imprudent behavior" and a precipitous military
buildup. "As Christians in the U.S.,
we must witness against weak
resignation to the illogical course
of militarism and war," the resolution said. The National Council
includes denominations like the
United Methodish Church, the
Episcopal Church (U.S.A.), Presbyterian Church (U.SA), the United
Church of Christ, the National
Baptist Convention of America and
the Convention Church in America. It represents42 million American Christians. The meeting also
adopted a plan of action calling on
member churches to lobby Congress and to demonstrate at military recruitment offices and military bases.
The National Council of
Churches has set a splendid example. The voices so far raised in
Congress are a good start, also.
There is great unease everywhere
in the country. What has been
missing is the loud, clear voice of
the majority of the American people
who fear and oppose an offensive
war in the Persian Gulf.

Anna Of Leningrad
By Rick Donovan
fi rst met Anna on an an tiquated city bus in Leningrad . It

gifts and assurances that w e would
stay in touch . W e have .
I have since been back to the

wa1o a lanuary evening in , 985,

Soviet Union twice. So three trip&

and the Russian winter had unleashed its legendary assault of

in all, and it's no wonder that I've
developed an affinity for this

sub-zero temperatures. The lonely
Neva river sat idled in ice. The
country's leadership was frozen
with inertia as well; it would still
be three months before Gorbachev
came to power. Although losing
steam, the cold war continued to
chug along. But for this wide-eyed
student traveller, cultural and ideological barriers began a fast paced
melt down. On that rickety city
bus Anna's face radiated warmth
and sincerity. We decided to engage in our own personal detente.
Her halting English cut to the
heart. She has stoic, unpampered
eyes, and the high cheekbones that
dominate the features of Russian
women. Anna's jet-black hair curled
under an enormous fur hat. The
huge coat she wore dwarfed her
frame in comical proportions. Anna
served as an "insider's" guide during the three days I spent in Leningrad. Before the tour moved on to
Moscow, Anna and I exchanged

immense and brooding country.
And today the Soviet Union is
suffocating in economic chaos.
While communism certainly deserves its place on the ash heap,
the Russian people themselves
should not be forced to endure the
dehumanizing hardships that await
them. Common food staples are
now rationed in Leningrad for the
first time since World War Two.
The situation is even worse in the
provinces. Miners face the indignity of having no soap available to
wash their blackened hands.
Bumper crops sit rotting in the
fields for want of a functioning
transport system to bring the food
to market. Anna's letters grow all
the more bleaker, and I can only
commiserate. To understand the
pain of hunger, I suppose you've
got to exoerience it vourself.
All right, America has won the
cold war. We can shine a smug
smile and gloat about how capital-

How High Is Your I.Q.
By Lauren Schanker
It's hard to believe that the first

1.Q. test was back in 1905 and to
this day some of our educations
still consider them useful to measurea child's potential.
The test iJ,&elf has been unrevised since 1960 and is given to
supposedly determine which students will excel and which students may require special attention.
· 1n my opinion, there oculd not
possibly be a test broad enough or
involved enough to assume what
one person can accomplish.
By actually labeling a child with
a specific 1.Q. test score could
prove to be damaging no matter
how high or low that score may
be. For example, a child with a
relatively high 1.Q. score may now
be pressured to do very well in all
academic areas, when the test 'in
fact dealt with marginal pieces of

the child's ciriculum. On the other
hand, a child with a low 1.Q. k ore
will be looked atas a slower learner
and quite possibly crippling them
from every truly knowing what
they are capable of.
Another downside to the 1.Q.
test is that your mental state while
taking it will undoubtably affect
your results. There is no way to
safely assume everyone taking the
test is in high spirits. Thusly, your
score could change on a daily
basis, depending on your frame of
mind .
A high 1.Q. has never proven to
cause good grades, happiness, a
successful future, a good marriage
or anything else for that matter.
While a low 1.Q. has never doomed
someone to a life of despair, unhappiness or dead end jobs. With
this in mind, does your 1.Q. score
still hold as much relevance as it
used to?

ism proved victorious in the ideological battle of the "isms."We ca n
!aught at Russia 's backwardness,
her frumpy clothes, her shoddy
consumer goods. A McDonalds
opens in Moscow, and the Star
Ledger plays the story up in patronizing glee on the front page.
"Ha, ha, ha, look at Ivan waiting
on line three hours to buy a hundred
cheeseburger that he'll lug all the
way back to his 19th century village; and will be the best damn
meal his people have had in sixty
years." Very funny, and all too
true.
Of course there is little the United
States can doto alleviate the problems of our former enemy. Fiscal
worries haunt our own shores. There
is always the naive cry, "Stop all
this foreign aid, let's take care of
Americans only." This type of isolationist talk wins many people
over. But turning a deaf ear is
morally wrong.
So our leaders put their faith in
Gorbachev and hope for the best.
Americans appear to have a love

Game Room
Dear Editor:
This is in regard to the condition of the machines in the game
room under Dougall Hall. The
pinball machines, when they are
working, discontinue your game if
you tilt a ball or start racking up a
llot of points.
The latest encounter was November 20th on the machine called
"HAT TRICK." After depositing a
quarter, I chose my team; however, my controls did not respond .
I went over to the attendant on
duty and told him what happened.
Hesaidtherewasnothinghecould
do and nobody I could see for a
refund . If he can't do anything,
why is he even there? What's more,
why are students charged a recreation activity fee if these machines
are not routinely serviced?
The way I see it, the college
should either get on the ball, or
close the game room so other students won't get ripped off.
Sincerely,
Mike "I'm P.O'D" Bisceglie
209 Burch Hall

affair w ith the man. W e mob his past fi ve ye a rs, I also sense the
li mo as it creeps up New York's ripplesof re alpanic.Butwhatcan
fifth avenue. Shouts of "Gorby! a fat-cat American like myself
Go~J• caacade ,it the •isht of his . ~1.1.-l)y do15he drops poorly dis-familiar wine-colored birthmark. guised hints on wanting to visit the
Americans are enthralled by ce- U.S. A deep friendship is put on
lebrities, and Gorbachev is treated the spot, and I can only wallow in
in the same vein as a rock star. some ill-defined guilt.
Hey, his wife is even pretty, I mean
The human mind is forever
compared to the granny that Bush reminiscing. Dusting off the movie
is married to.
reels which feature ourselves in
The great irony is that Gor- the leading roles. I remember how
bachev is hated at home. His only I first traipsed over the Leningrad
tangible success on the domestic snows in 1985, down the dark,
front has been his policy of Glasnost cobblestone alleyways and through
Things are infinitely more open. lavish public squares commissioned
Now Soviets are able to read and by the czars. There was a thrill of
talk about just how distressing their romance and danger in being behind
life's have become. There is no the "iron curtain." And I had my
meat in the stores, but Gorbachev own pretty Russian guide to boot.
will allow the people to bitch about I was fraternizing with the enemy!
it in public. This provides little
There is a funny element in
solace.
touring the camp of your country's
Anna writes me long and troub- arch rival. You're strolling through
ling letters. When I'm feeling es- some Russian museum, admiring
pecially nostalgic I'll telephone. the art and having the time of your
While I've seen a startling frankness emerge in her letters over the
(Continued on Page 6)

Campus Concerns
By John
Daytime Shuttle Bus Driver
As · a former student at Kean
College of New Jersey and presently one of the shuttle bus drivers,
I find the shuttle bus to be a springboard to vent the students anger as
well as praise.
The number one issue for the
students seems to be the parking.
They are appalled by the fact that
the school "oversold" the parking
spaces. There are near ''fenderbenders" every day in the fight for the
parking spaces. The students are
forced to park in restricted areas
just to get to class.
The second most talked about
topic that the students feel needs
attention is the lack of things to do
on the weekend. They feel there
should be a ceramic class, pottery
or something of the like where
they can create things with their
hands.
Feeling that the classes are too
large is the next discussion that is
of importance to the students to

have to catch up because there is
not enough time. This, of course,
affects their learning process.
Most seem to believe the staff is
qua Iified, however, a few students
have expressed that they are discou raged by the fact that certain
professors are not as qualified as
they should be. This makes them
feel like they are not getting their
money's worth.
The last subject that is also frequently discussed on the shuttle
bus is the hassles over financial
aid.
The above concerns stem from
a number of students out of the
approximately 150 passengers of
the shuttle bus daily. I believe the
students confide in me because I
have developed a good rapport
with them.
I offer little bits of help when
needed and I believe I am well
liked by many. I love my job and
am very glad to be working at
Kean College. I look forward to
newer and more expanded programs at Kean in the future.
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Editorial
It's that time of year again.
Temperatures have dropped (well,
sort of). Business is picking up
(again, sort of), and families are
thinking about reunions. There's
something special about this time
of year. The general media refers
to this season as the Christmas
Season.
True, the major Christian holiday does happen to fal I around
this time of year, but it's not the
only holiday. Other ethnic and
religious cultures celebrate their
holidays as wel I. For example,
the Jewish community will be ·
celebrating Hanukkah, members
of the black community will be
celebrating Kwanzaa, and in Latin
America LaPosada is the scene.
You see, there's more to this
time of year than we're normally
exposed to. Here again we can
find the beauty in cultural diverI

sity. The various clubs and groups

on campus are celebrating in their

own unique ways; it's a pity the
media doesn't noramllytaketime
to acknowledge these groups.
Instead we are continuously programmed with talk of sales, presents, evergreens with decorations,
candy canes, and, of course, a
jolly fat man in a red suit. Look
past what you've al ready been
taught, expose yourselves to different traditions. You' re certain to
find them as interesting, if not
exciting, as others who'll be
aquainting themselves with your
traditions. Open up to your peers
and explore other cu ltu'res.
Speaking of celebrations, let's
not forget about the party Dr.
Gomez will be throwing. It's entitled Decemberfest, and it's sure
to be a good time. It will be held
in the College Center throughout
the day on Decmeber 3rd. Celebrate, kick back and be happy.
After all, this is traditionally recognized as being a time of peace
and friendship.
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Letters

Sigma Theta Chi
Dear Editor:
This is in reply to your front
page article last week about the
alleged suspension of the Sigma
Theta Chi fraternity. First we would
like to thank the Independent for
their thoroughness and fairness in
reporting the story, but we would
like to clarify some facts. As to this
date Sigma Theta Chi has not had
a hearing by the Greek Co-operative Council on this matter, and all
meetings theG.C.C. has had about
this incident, have been without
the Fraternity being present, and
in secret. We were not informed of
our alleged suspension until after
the fact and we were never given a
chance to defend ourselves. In
America it is illegal to be tried
without the chance to defend
yourself, and you are considered
innocent until proven guilty (that
is in America.) We guess the G.C.C.
operates by another set of standards. Secondly, though we feel
the Independent did a good job of
reporting the story as is, we are

disappointed that when Sigma Theta
Chi does something negative, we
get put on the front page, but when
Sigma Theta Chi does something
important and positive, it gets
regulated to the back page, or
receives no coverage at all. Just
this year alone Sigma Theta Chi
participated in and was runner-up
in the Fun without Alcohol Volleyball Tournament. We took first
prize in the Alumni Reunion
homecoming party, played the staff
in volleyball, represeting the Greeks
as Greek olympic volleyball champions, participated in the Great
American picnic at Homecoming
and we are tied for first place,
being undefeated in the Intramural Flag Football League, as well as
much more. This was only this
year. Last semester our fratyernity
was the second largest fraternity in
terms of doing service projects,
with events such as food drives for
the homeless, painting and cleanup
up Iittle league fields, etc., etc. We
are not trying to blow our own

horn, we are just asking the Inde-

pendent, as well as the Kean College Community to treat. us "".ith
fairness and respect. Case m pomt:
we want to know why we are
allegedly under blatantly break the
Kean College Community, to treat
us with suspension for a pledging
violation, when so many others
blatantly break the Kean College
pledging code. One Fraternity was
caught with alochol at an open tea
during the initial week of pledging
(a violation of state, and national
pledging laws) and only received a
small fine and suspension, as well
as given the opportunity to defend
themselves, which we never have
been given. All we are asking is for
equal rights, as well as the ability
to defend ourselves which is our
right under the Constitution of the
United States, but is evidently not
a right here at Kean College with

the G.C.C.
Thank you very much
The Proud Brothers of
Sigma Theta Chi Fraternity
Est.1937

Toilet Terror
Dear Editor:
This past Monday, November
19th, I left my Accounting class in
Willis hall and went into the ladies' restroom. It was the one on
the third floor d the building. What
I found in that bathroom was the
most disgusting thing I've ever seen.
I'd like to address this as an open
lefter to the very Ndewoman who
Wt Iha . . - in "-a. If you don't
have a strong stomach, I suggest
that you read no further.
In the sink were a pair of blue
bikini panties that were badly
loaded. I almost got sick just from .
looking at them. Now, I can have
sympathy for a person who has an
accident like this, but I cannot
forgive a person who finds it necessary to share the mess with everyone else.
It was very rude to put it in the
sink where everyone else had to
look at it. I mean, why couldn't
you just flush it down the toilet or
at least wash it out a little bit and
throw it in the garbage. I don't
want to look at your soi led panties
and neither does anybody else.
And, just in case you hadn't noticed, when you put those panties
in the sink, you gd the mess smeared
on two of these sinks. DISGUSTINGI!
Unfortunately, after seeing this
mess, I still had to go to the bathroom. I went into one of the stalls
where I found another mess. The
toilet seat was smeared with your
mess and some of it was on the
toilet as well. Again, I can sympathize with a person who had an
accident and presumably you
messed up the seat when you went
in there and sat down. Butthe least
you could have done was to wipe
yourself off before you made the
mess by sitting down. And, then
once it was there, I think it was
unforgivable not to wife it off before you left. The toilet seat (and

the toilet, too) was really disgusting and just to leave it there like
that was grossly inconsiderate of
everyone else. If you make a mess
like that, the least you can do is
clean it up.
The one thing that I'm thankful
for is that you made your mess in
the far stall by the window. lt waa
far enought away_ from the first
stall by tfie door that ' could UN
that stall without being overpowered by the smell from your disgusting accident. I'm also thankfu
that I'm not one of the custodians
who had to clean up after you.
I'd just like to say to the woman

who did this that what you did was
GROSSLY inconsiderate of others
who had to use that bathroom -not to mention the custodial staff
who had to clean it up. Accidents
can happen and I'm not blaming
you for that (although you'd think
a college-age girl would be a little
more careful about her bodily
functions), but other people have
to .,..

that batftn,o,n fDo, and I

think you should show some consideration for them. Noone should
have to see something like this
when she uses the ladies' room.
Kari Lynn Gunstad
Business Management '92

· ·writers must sign· letters and provide a full name and a d-aytime
phone number. Letters must be typed and double-spaced for publication. Names cannot be withheld unless the writer demonstrates sufficient reason to do so. The Independent reserves the right to edit for
length. Letters should be timely and of-general interest. Only original
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expressed by letters printed do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the
editors.
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Hello?
By Donald S. Deane
I awoke, possessed by an ex_tra9.rdi nari ly sharp fee.ling of high
spirits. I opened the blinds and
looked out my cracked window,
full into the face of a beautiful,
tailor-made day. Crisp and clear?
You betcha. It was so crisp that
once the wind started pounding
on you, you would all lose feeling
in your toes. But it didn't matter,
because I felt good.
I can't really explain why I felt
so terrific. The exceptional weather
had something to do with it, but it
must have been more than that.
There was no explaining why I felt
as right as rain, as nice as pie, as
happy as a pig in ...well, you get it.
I got into my car and prepared
todrivetoschool.1 didn't care that
I had to leave an hour and a half
early for a parking space. It didn't
bother me that my car windows
wouldn't roll down. I wasn't perturbed in the least when I encountered traffic on the parkway. My
excellent mood would not be
swayed, because I love the Fall,
you see. Some view this season as
a season of death, which it is, but
I have always been amazed at the

beauty at which Mother Nature
takes her final bow.
When I arrived at_ the Union
Toll Plaza, I was still feeling pretty
jolly. I handed my dollar bill over
to the toll-taker and attempted to
spread some cheer. "Hello, how
are you today?" I asked. He look at
me with a startled expression in
his dull, piggy eyes, then he turned
away without speaking.
"Have a good day now," I offered, while displaying a toothy
smile.
"Mrgrf," he said noncommittally.
As I drove away, rapidly picking up speed, I wondered at the
encounter I just had. Why had he
been so noncommunicative? Oh
well, I thought, he isn't paid to be
happy, that must be the reason.
Once I exited onto Morris
Avenue, Itried making eye contact
with fellow drivers. I would smile
and wave atthose in the car next to
me while we sat at traffic lights. I
felt a bit disconcerted when the
majority of people wouldn't even
look in my direction. The ones that
did, hurriedly turned away, obviously thinking that a young axe

murderer had pulled up besides
them. Didn't any of them feel as
good as I did? It was such a beautiful day!
I tried once again to convey
greetings when I reached school.
As I walked past people on my
way to class, I would smile and say ·
hello. Most wouldn't even raise
their eyes to meet mine. Those that
did, looked a bit hesitant to exchange pleasantries with someone they didn't know.
I finally gave up and abandoned
the whole idea. I sat and watched
in disgust as students scurried back
and forth, intent only upon reaching their destinations. I became
suddenly awareofhowweall rush
around like complete maniacs,
never slowing down long enough
to see what is around us.
We briefly al low other people's
lives to touch ours, never long
enough to leave any lasting imprint or indelible mark. To acertain extent, we are all introverted
and insecure, although we show it
in different ways. Being too boisterous or too meek are just different symptoms for the same affliction.

Common courtesy is indeed
dea,d . To expect compassion from
a stranger .is to expect too much.
Try this experj ment: go to New
York City and say hello to anyone
on the street that you feel like.
Reactions may range from a blank
look to a sullen stare as they grab
for their wallets, lest you attack
them and rob their money. Now
go to a backwoods place, like any
small town in Pennsylvania, and
try the same thing. I know, it's a far
distance to drive, but trust me,
there is a point to this. Odds are,
you will get a warmer welcome
there, than in any major metropolis like New York. This gives new
meaning to "urban pacification."
I think that living in such an
environment can make a person
decidely cynical. In our age, cynicism is indeed a prevalent attitude, and it is no wonder. By taking even a casual look at all that is
around us, even a person with the
sunniest disposition would turn
sour. Watching the nightly news is
enough to drive one completely
bonkers. It's hard to get through a
news program without seeing at
least six murders, two rapes, and

HERE'S WHY
THE SMART MONEY AT
KEAN COLLEGE

IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF

AS IF THE FUTURE DEPENDED ON IT.

B

ecause it does. Smart investors
know that your future depends on
how well your retirement system
performs. TIAA-CREF has been the
premier retirement ~ystem for people
in education and research for over 70
years. _We have enabled over 200,000
people like you to enjoy a comfortable
retirement. And over 1,000,000 more
are now planning for the future with
TIAA-CREF.

growth through dividends. CREF's
variable annuity offers opportunities
for growth through four different
investment accounts, each managed
with the long-term perspective essential to sound retirement planning:

SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY,
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR
RETIREMENT SAVINGS.

CALL 1-800-842-2776
ID FIND OUT MORE

Security-so the resources are there
when it is time to retire. Growth-so
you'll have enough income for the
kind of retirement you want. And
diversity-to help protect you against
market volatility and to let you benefit
from several types of investments.

THAT'S EXACTLY WHAT YOU GET
WITH TIAA-CREF.
TIAA offers you the safety of a
traditional annuity that guarantees
your principal plus a specified rate of
interest, and provides for additional

The CREF Stock Account
The CREF Money Market Account
The CREF Bond Market Account*
The CREF Social Choice Account*

Our experienced retirement counselors
will be happy .to answer your questions
and tell you more about retirement
annuities from TIAA-CREF.

Experience. Performance. Strength.
Your future is protected by the largest
private retirement system in the world.
We have done so well, for so many, for
so long, that we currently manage
some $85 billion•in assets.

·Ensuring the future
for those who shape it. sm

• The CREF Bond Market and Social Choice Accounts may not be available under all institutional retirement plans, but are
available for all Supplemental Retirement Annuity plans.

For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2733, ext 5509 for a
prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully !,efore you invest Q_r send money.

assorted robberies. Believe me, no
one is more cynical than I am.
Perhaps people are afraid to
strike up casual relationships. How
many of us can say that we really
know our neighbors? How many
of us know the people that we sit
next to in• our classrooms from
week to week? I realize that it
sounds as ifl would liketo"buythe
world a Coke," but it isn't that
simple. Many speak of a future
world where all people can live in
peace. But how can such a place
exist when we have forgotten how
to relate? A deep fear and suspicion control us, always whispering in our ears not to trust anyone.
This must change, for a world of
five billion emotionally-handicapped people is not a pretty thing.

Anna
(Continued from Page 5)

life, when it dawns on you that the
very nuclear weapons that you
helped pay for in taxes are now
pointed at your own vacationing
head. You realize that Ronald
Reagan is sitting on the other side
, with the joy stick in his hands. No,
they wouldn't dare. They must kno.v
that a troupe of American college
students are in the lineoffire. They
could wait ten days. Don't shoot!
so silly.
Wei I the "evi I empire" has been
brought to its knees. Capitalism
wins. America can go on thinking
of herself as the "shining city atop
a hill." Meanwhile personal relationships have to gum up the works.
When I met Anna all the rules
changed. All follies of hate or
misunderstanding only evaporate.
Anna's country is suffering.

,he earth never forgets to rotate. While I work, Anna sleeps.
While I sleep, Anna worries. Around
this time of the year she must be
searching her closet for the over
sized fur hat that warms her ears
from winter. The frailty of her times
beg for warming. I'm 4,800 miles
away.

Kean College Hotline
Problem? Question?
Want to Talk?
Call the HOTLINE at

527-2330
M-F 9 am to Midnight

Interested in
Volunteering?
Stop by our
office
College Center
141
and pick up an
application!
Commuter Club
General Meeting
December 11

Tuesdays at 1:40
In the
Freshman Center
Room L-107
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CULTURAL EVENTS
Holocaust Center Lecture
By Kelly Taylor
On Tuesday November 20th
the Holocaust Center here at Kean
presented a guest speaker in Wilkins Theatre.
The guest was Rabbi Israel M.
· Lau, who is from TelAviv, he is a
survivor of the holocaust. The topic
of the evening was the message of
the holocaust. Rabbi Lau stressed
that society should be constantly
reminded of the horror of the holocaust. We should keep involved,
study it, teach it, share views and
outlooks, and hold onto the message of the holocaust - "what can
we learn, and what did we learn."
Rabbi Lau is the Chief Rabbi of
Tel Aviv. He is the 3 7th generation
of his family to become a Rabbi.
He wishes that we would pass
along the torch of knowledge to
make sure this horror never happens again, and he believes that
when we deny humanity of a group,
we deny humanity of all.
The Rabbi pointed out that
society views Jewish people differnently.Jewish peoplearetouted
as having beards, synagogues, and
different eating habits·than others,
a,d that society hates someone
who's different. He also questioned
how different Jews really are from
German Jews? Both have their arts
and politics, so why are we different?
Anti-semitism is still evident
today, when Rabbi Lau was visiting in Australia, a car pulled up

beside him and the occupants
cruelly remarked "did you pay the
bill for the gas chambers?!" The
occupants were in their late 40's
says Rabbi Lau and too young to
understand the horror ri their words.
They were just babies at the time
of the holocuast. He reasoned this
is why we must educate the young
about the horrors of the holocaust,
so they understand and realize the
seriousness of th is terrible moment
in history.
Another part of the presentation included three questions directed to Rabbi Lau from students
in Holocaust program mentioned
previously. Thefirstquestion dealt
with finding a reason as to how a
cultured and educated society could
systematically destruct women and
children. Rabbi Lau replied that
the Nazi's and their participants
were not different; they enjoyed
Beethoven and other culture, and
that this could occur anywhere.
"We were warned when Hitler
wrote his book "Mein Kampf' - but
we d id not heed its obvious warning, we laughed - even as Hitler
started to speak louder and turn
some heads - and still we did not
heed the warning. Even when Hitler
became Chancellor; the Jews still
laughed and never heeded the
message until it was too late. Even
today anti-semitism exists with
Saddam Hussein, if he ever threatens the Jews believe him.• Some
even doubt the holocaust ever

Social Work

Club
New Officers
Carol O'Brien, President
Carlyn Graham, Vice President\
Loriene Gervais, Secretary
Lisa Mawhinney, Treasurer
Do you want to know more
about our Social Work program at
Kean College? Everyone is welcome to the first Social Work Program Meeting on Tuesday, December 4, at 1 :40 p.m. We meet at
Hutchinson Building, J-304.

We would like you to come to
our meeting so you can get involved in planning the upcoming
events and become an active
member of the Kean College
community. Our goal is to learn
about career opportunities from
professional speakers, field placements, and develop a support system.
Come share your thoughts,
questions, and concerns with us.
Coffee and cake will be served.

HOT NEWS
Are You Interested In Joining
A Pakistani Cultural Club?
If you or anyone you know, are
interested in joining us, or just
getting more information, call us
at once at the telephone number
listed below:

Tahir N. Siddiqui 355-0855
or 527-2073

Rabbi Israel M. Lau
Spoke November 2oth at Kean

occurred, there are 1 SO books that
deny the holocaust ever happened.
These books are written by profes-

sors and historians! They believe
"the final solution• was just Jewish
legend!

The second question asked
whether the survivors of the holocaust and the Jews as a whole hold
all Germans responsible, and if
the reunification d Germany frightens him. The Rabbi as expected is
very worried about reunification.
he doesn't hold all Germans responsible; moreover he fears a
holocaust happening again. He says
the free world should recognize it,
if it does happen again, and take
some responsibility. He wishes that
all Jews would leave Germany so
he doesn't have to worry about
their safety of the possibility of it
happening again.
The third question sought to
pose the best way to teach and
keep the memories of the holocaust fresh in our minds. His feeling was the best way to teach it is
through survivors of the holocaust,
but as a last thought when these
survivors of the holocausedie, will
the memories die with them? Will
the holocause become just another
part of the annals of history?
I hope society has learned from
the holocaust; learned to recognize the warning signs and take
responsibility for them. I would
also like to see increased aware- 1
ness of the holocaust. Tests reveal
that a good percentage of high
school students don't even know
what the holocuast is. Most of all I
hope society never ever forgets
what they've learned and never
lets anything so tragic occur again.

Kean Brightens Holiday Season
Twenty-five students of Patte
Widenhom, a Kean College alumna
and M,\T candidate, will receive
Christmas gifts this year from the
students in two sections of General Education 1200. Ms. Widenhorn, a 1989 graduate in English,
took a year off from her graduate
work to take a job teaching in a
London inner-city school. In a let-

ter she wrote to her former teacher,
Barbara Tomlinson, she described
the joys and frustrations of teaching her class of ten year olds. The
ICT classes to whom the letter was
read were so moved that they
generously donated a pile of Christmas gifts for a holiday "grab bag.•
One student contributed "Statue of
Liberty" tee shirts and NFL knitted

caps. Another donated a game for
the whole class to enjoy. A third
got a "gift for the teacher,• a Kean
Co Ilege bear from the bookstore to
be a mascot for the class. Others
contributed individually wrapped
toys and books so each chi Id cou Id
have a personal gift. This Christmas, the light of Kean College will
sbine literally around the world.
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Celebration of Diversity
By Donna Williams-Santiago
The Freshman Center has sponsored a variety of cultural events in
the past month or so. Some of
these have been joint ventures with
other organizations on campus
while others were solely presented
by the Freshman Center.
For the most part, these endeavors have gone off without a
hitch. However, there have been
others which experienced more
turbulent times, both before and
as they were happening. A key
example of this was the CELEBRATION OF DIVERSITY which was
presented on October 16th.
Originally, the event was supposed to be "Sovietrek", Dan
Buettner's multimedia lecture which
"uses the framework of his expedition to offer complete perspective
of the Soviet Union. Unlike most
reports of the Soviet Union, which
emanate from Moscow, Buettner's
presentation takes audiences along
back roads and into the Iives of the
Soviet People. The multi-projector
format brings the USSR to life in a
way words alone can never do".
As stated in the literature about
Sovietrek, Dan Buettner led a team
of two Soviet and two American
cyclists on an unprecedented bicycle expedition across the entire
United States and the Soviet Union in April 1990. The 11,000mile ride followed the 45th paral lel traversing Rumania, the Baltic
states, Siberia and many previously "closed" regions of the USSR.
Guiness will recognize the expedition as a world record.
Unfortunately, Dan Buettner
could not make it as scheduled
and had to cancel. This was di sap-pointing to those who planned the
event and a search to find a replacement was begun.
The multimedia show and lecture entitled "A Day in the Life of

the Soviet Union/A Day in the Life

of America" was recruited to fill in
the space. This program was described basically like this: Nikon
invites you to experience a visual
time capsule of daily life in the
Soviet Un ion and America-side by
side. A behind-the-scenes account
of the conceptual, logistical, financial, political and perosnal
hurdles that were overcome to
produce these historic photojournalistic events and best selling books
is provided. The remarkable multimedia visual experience employs
six projectors to present hundreds
of images which combine with
music to portray in separate program segments A Day in the Life of
America and A Day in the Life of
the Soviet Union. The show features images from the Day in the
Life shoots, including many which
are not in the books themselves.
Americans will see themselves and
the kaleidoscopic diversity of
American life through the eyes of
some of the world's best photojournalists. They will then see a
fascinating portrayal of everyday
life in the Soviet Union as they go
on a grand touroftheworld's most
talked about, yet least-known
country.
Although the literature looked
promising, it apparently did not
turn out to be as remarkable as
expected. Two of the Peer Liasons
from the Freshman Center that
attended the program with their
Freshman Seminar Classes were
given the chance to comment about
the event. One felt that the program "was to serve as a learning
experience where the Soviet Union and the United States would
be compared side by siae, literally
and comparatively." She stated that
since she knew a little bit about
the Day in the Life series she was
anticipating a show full of spectacular pictures seen in the books.

Needless lo say, her overall ex-

pectations were not fu lfi Iled .
However, she went on to say that
the show was "very pleasing and
actually quite enjoyable" but unfortunately the size of the projection itself was inappropriate for
such a large auditorium and more
appropriate for a fireside chat.
The other peer liason said she
was also familiar with the Day in
the Life series and that AMERICA
to her is inclusive of Canada, United
States, Mexico and e_v en Central
and South America. Everi so, she
felt the presentation "did not represent the United States because
of the lack of pictures showing the
diverse and rich cultural and ethnic groups that make up this Great
Country." She also stated that the
Soviet Union was also misrepresented because two Soviet guests
that she spoke with afterwards said
''They showed too many military
pictures, and that is not our everyday life.• lastly, she felt that the
quality of the speaker contributed
to the poor respect and attention of
the students towards the show.
Basically many did enjoy the
presentation but as a whole it
appears that students felt it to be
unorganized and unfocused. "Instead of leaving the theatre with a
broader knowledge of another
culture as well as their own culture and a better understanding of
what those cultures are about, they
were feeling confused and unsatisfied."
A letter was sent to the agency
by the staff of the Freshman Center
providing constructive criticism
regarding this program. The Freshman Center is taking steps to screen
programs more closely than in the
past.
There was also a Nikon camera
and copies of the best sel Ii ng books
A Day in the Life of America and A

Where Art
Thou Romeo?

By Kelly Tayor
Shakespeare would have been
proud of the performance of Romeo
and Juliet here at Wilkins Theatre
the week of November 14th.
As promised the play was portrayed as an Elizabethan drama. At
many points in the play the actors
and actresses were able to convey
a feeling of comic relief. Being that
Romeo and Juliet is considereda
tragedy, it was more than welcomed to have comedic undertones.
Some in the audience felt that
the "ad-libs" took away from the
play's realness, but most were
pleased with the slight change in
the play. At points of the play the
audience laughed hilariously.
Petruchio, one of the characters in
the play was by far the most entertaining, in terms of providing some
comedy. Credit goes to all those
though who in someway took part
in the play; whether cast or crew.
Although I can't mention everyone here, they should all know
that they put on a fine performance.
The setting they constructed
worked well within the confines at
the play. It was the front of a caste I,
which was constantly modified, or
changed for different scenes. I would
have never believed the front of a
castle would be the only setting for
Romeo and Juliet; but with thevividly portrayed imaginations of
the cast, we were able to believe
we were in a forest looking for
Romeo.
Last but not least the costumes;
a great deal of work was put into
Day in the Life of the Soviet Union these to fit the image of the play,
and fit the image they did! Men in
raffled off at the end .

tights and women in long flowing
dresses served to further set the
atmosphere of the play.
I attended the performance of
the play on Friday night, and to my
surprise it was a full house (I didn't
think too many college students
would attend a play on a Friday
night) and as I talked to other people,
many were planning to attend the
Satruday night performance. Based
on the reaction of the audience,
they enjoyed themselves. Hats off
to the cast and crew of Romeo and
Juliet for providing a very entertaining evening!

Filipino-American
Cultural Society
presents
FIL-AM Volleyball
and Basketball
Tournament
Saturday,
December 1 , 1990
10:00 - 4:00
East Campus
Gymnasium
Schools participating
include:
Rutgers Newark
Rutgers New Brunswick
Seton Hall University
N.J.I.T.

AN

ssr

Beggars Banquet

Aest/ess
PLUS:
ALL

IMf'CBTS

AND
ANY OTHER COS THAT Ya/

Oischord

~~~
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ALT~RNATIV~
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COMPACT DISC
BROKER. INC.

AR~ YaJ ALTeRNATIV~?
YOU ONLY NEED TELL US WHY.

HEY, WE'RE EASY.
MAY NOT BE COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER COUPONS, OFFERS. OR USED ON SAU: ITEMS.
AO M.JST BE PRESENTED AT TIME OF SALE. OFFER EXPIRES DECEM8ER 7 .1 m.
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Top Ten Lps Of All Time
By Rob O'Connor
Now that everyone has agreed
with the most overrated Lps of all
time, it's time to establish the new
order. The following Lps are the
finest ones ever made, and you
have no right to d isagree. Simply
walk over to the neare st record
store and start buying.
1) Astral Weeks--Van Morrison - Even if it didn't contain 14 of
his all time best I'd consider this
one the best hands down. Then he
sings "I got mercury on my mind,"
you know it's not a Queen reference, since it was only 1968. The
cover of "Manic Depression" is
real hip too.
2) Exile on Main Street--Rolling Stones - These bad boys were
on top here. All twelve tracks move
at a blistering pace (personal fave:
"Big, Bad and Bulky" where Keith
drops his pi ck midway through the
bridge). Even the thirteen minute
version of "Black- Eyed Dog" is
concise and sloppy. No wasted
notes, but very wasted.
3) Fun House--The Stooges - A

Morrissey: The ego and the nipple.

This Charming Man
Morrissey - "Bona Drag" (Sire Reprise)
By Joseph W. Kern
Morrissey's career began back
in the early eighties when he met
Johnny Marr and together with Mike
Joyce and Andy Rourke formed the
Smiths. The Smiths went on to
release seventeen singles and seven
records (4 studio, 2 compilations,
and one live album). With the
Smiths, Mr. Morrissey conveyed
his feelings of loneliness, misery,
and angst juxtaposed with Marr's
bright catchy pop tunes. Mr. Morrissey also claims himself celibate,
and a vegitarian. (Although I'm
willing to bet he eats at McDonald's
and orders twice the styrofoam
when nobody's looking.)
A sad (well maybe not too sad)
thing happened in 1986-87. After
the completion of the Strangeways,
Here We Come Lp (This album
wins it for longest song titles on an
Lp), Marr went his own way to
become guitarist for hire for various artists such as Bryan Ferry,
Talking Heads, and The Pretenders. Last heard from, he was working with Bernard Sunrner of New
Order in the pop group Electronic.
The other two Smiths became session players for hire; and at times
have worked with Morrissey dur-

ing his solo career.
After the Smiths split, Morrissey embarked on a solo career.
After the disappointing Strangeways (which goes to show why
maybe it's not such a sad thing The
Smiths broke up), Morrissey released Viva Hate, a moderately
entertaining solo album, with former Smith producer/engineer
Stephen Street as his songwriting
partner. The album carries on in
the vein of the Strangeways Lp sort of dre~ched orchestral pop
and features guitarist Vin (I only
know one guitar solo) Reilly of
Duritti Column.
After Viva Hate was released in
Spring of 87, Mo went on to release a string of singles over the
past few years not compiled on
any album, until now. Bona Drag
compilesthetwosinglesfromViva
Hate-"Suedehead"-a Smiths soundalike, and "Everyday is Like Sunday• (Viva Hate's best track). Also
compiled are the five post-Hate
singles and some assorted B-sides.
The album opens up with "Picadilly Palare", a vervey tune which
coincidentally is Mo's new single. ·
I've discussed this with several
people and none of them have a

landmark, if only for the accordions which introduce polkas a
decade early. When Iggy sings "E
does not equal MC squared, no
matter who tells you honey,• it's as
if he knew that rap music was
going to overtake him in a matter
of years.
4) Highway 61 Revisited-Bob
Dylan - I could do without the
Sinatra, but the duet with Burl Ives
on this one is HOTI The fifteen
minute version of "At the Hop"
reaches new heights in lyricism.
When he sings "I left the medicine
home on the dresser/Now I'm a
mess," you know he isn't kidding.
5) Bryter Layter--Nick Drake Legend aside, this was not recorded
with the Rolling Stones' mobile
unit in Los Altos, California, but
rather in an apartment in Denmark.To hear Ju ice Newton cover
Nick Drake breaks my heart. But
to hear Nick Drake sing "I got the
white line fever/But my truck's stuck
in the parking lot• breaks my head
clue as to what a palare is. The
track also features an additional into a million pieces.
6) Velvet Underground and
voice by everyone's favorite - Suggs.
Nico--Velvet Underground - Lou
Which brings me to my next Reed wrote this mini-opera about
point: lyrical inaccesibility. During his formative years with the
Smiths, Mo had a corner on those
"Interesting Drug• is probably
melancholy blues. But now we get the best track on the album. It's the
stuff like "Lucky Lisp", "November best Mo has done to capture that
Spawned a Monster•, and "Ouija bright catchy pop tune that Marr
Board, Ouija Board". This is the . used to write. Morrissey has used
guy who using his clever wit wrote various co-authors for his singles.
such things as "You've Got Every- Stephen Street happened to cothing Now", "Still Ill", "How Soon author this one and breaks out of
is Now", "There is a Light that the muddled sound of Viva Hate
Never goes out•, and "Hand in and doesn't sound like a Smiths
Glove• (featuring that king line ripoff. It's a song all about govern"Hand in Glove/fhe Sun Shines ment schemes designed to kill your
outofourbehinds"). Nowwehave dreams, featuring Smith associsuch lines as "If the Lights were go ate Kirsty MacColl on backing
go out could you bear to kiss her vocals. Kirsty does an excellent
full on the Mouth (or anywhere?)", rendition of the Smith's "You Just
or whining about his ouija Board. Haven't Earned it yet Baby" on
Some highlitestothealbumare some soundtrack album. Hey? even
"last of The Famous lnter-Mational Mary Margaret O'Hara appears on
Playboys•, (And dig this, he "November Spawned A Monster".
should've released this right about You get to hear her make cackling
now to coincide with the release noises, groans, whails, and screamsof the Film the "Kray's", since both - Ever catch the video for this one?
Ronnie and Reggis Kray are men- You get to see Mo dancing around
tioned in this song) about how Death Valley for four and one half
those who kill gain Stardom, which minutes in a mesh shirt with a
, is what our narrartor has done as. band-aid over that famous nipple.
he sings the final line "Such things Cut himself shaving maybe?
A flaw with this record is its
I do to make myself more attracstructure.
There are too many singles
tive to you HAVE I FAILED YOU?"
on the first side (5 out of 7) leaving
in a swooping baritone.

a boy named Nico, who is unable
to learn the Esperanto alphabet.
7)

London Calling--The Clash -

When Strummer sings "Where did
I put my Keys?" you know he means
it.

8) Veedon Fleece--Van Morrison - Some objected to his Ray
Bradbury references here, but I
likes 'em just fine. The drums pound
on this one, but it's Van killer
cover of "Me and You and a Dog
named Boo" that really makes this
one the killer it is.
9) It Takes a Nation of Millions
to Hold Us Back--Public Enemy -

The best moment here is when
Mel Blanc guests and tells every- .
one that Henry Mancini was a
fraud. Not only because he's right,
but because he steals Chuck's breath
away. Also Chuck D's ballad "If
We Make Through December'' is
especially nice.
10) Never Mind the Bollocks,
Here's the...--Sex Pistols - Though
the peace messages strewn throughout this Lp may seem a bit forced,
it's the melancholy underneath
Johnny Rotten's voice that steals
me away. "I never thought I could
lose my heart this way,• he sings,
recalling that great moment when
Donovan sang with the four 1'~ 11) Rocketto Russia--Ramones
121 Sonp of L - and Hate--

Leonard Cohen
13) Sister-Sonic Youth
14) Rubber Soul-The Beatles
15) Los Angeles--X
16) Forever Changes--Love
17) Blue--Joni Mitchell
18) Pleased to Meet Me--Re-

placements
19) Carburetor Dung--Count
Five
20) Plastic Ono Band--John
Lennon
21) Hank Williams' Greatest

Hits--Hank Williams
22) King of the Delta Blues
Singers--Robert Johnson
23) This Year's Model-Elvis
Costello
That should do it. Every one of
these is a treasure, with more seconds of top-notch pleasure than
you'll find elsewhere. Happy Listening.
2 singles for side two to be mixed
in with the other B-side/which
makes the first side more entertaining than the second. It would
probably be better to have put the·
tracks in chronological order that
way there is less filler material to
have to listen to and can see the
artistic progression, altho~gh there
is not a whole lot progression in
musical style here. Many of the
singles are the same verse-verseslow tempo interlude-verse; but
let me give this to the guy: he's
moved away from bland-tunes to
somewhat, well, more bouncy
tunes. I sµppose this whole point
of chronolocigal order is irrevelent
if you have a CD player, since
you'd be able to program the tracks
any which way your little heart
desires.
I asked my brother Rob what he
thought of the album, and he had
this to offer: "Well, Look at it this
way, if you don't have any of the
singles, the compilation is an
economically good buy, and not
only that but you get a couple of
neat eyes-closed-artists-in-despair
photos too."
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DECEMBERFEST

Decemberfest Party

Who: All Student Groups, Fraternities & Sororities

Sponsored by: Resident Association
Date: Monday, December 3, 1990
Time: 8:00-12:00 a.m.

What: Peace Ornament (No larger than 8"x8")

For Decemberfest, Monday, December 3rd.
When: Bring designed ornament to Sloan Lounge at 2:30 p.m.
for placement on Student Organization tree
Why:

*$75.00 prize will be awarded to the group with best design
related to Peace Theme. Funded by Student Organization.

Food and Refreshments will be provided.

For further information contact the Office of Student Activities - CC-143 527-2044

All Students Welcome to Attend!

Pre-Kwanza Celebration

To All Concerned Full Time Undergraduate Students:

Thursday, December 13, 1990
5:30 p.m. Sharp in Downs Hall
Dining Rooms II and Ill
Ceremony and Dinner

Fee: Just bring yourself and a good spirit.
Support Groups offered by the Human Relations & Counseling Center
*Are you preoccupied with food, exercising, or dieting? *Do you love too much? *Are you
stressed out? *Do you want to learn to think more rationally? *Do you have parental concerns?
Come Join with others to explore solutions, share concerns, and enrich yourself.
Eating Disorder
Support Group

Women & Men who
Love too much

Stress
Management

Rational
Thinking

Mon. 3-4
Thurs 2-3

Mon. 1-2
Tues. 11- 12

Thurs. 11 -12
Frl. 211 -12

Mon. 2-3
Tues. 12-1
Thurs. 10-11
Fri. 12-1

Parenting
Support Group
Every 3rd & 4th Tues. of each
month - beginning Oct. 23
1:40-3:00

,

Women's
Support Group
Tues. 3 :45 - 4 :45

Nothing is more exciting than a trip to New York City

Come join us as we experience a spectrum of Chinese Culture in the Big Apple.

Exploring Chinese Culture in New York City
I. Visit the American Musem of Natural History II. Lunch! At a fine Chinese restaurant in Chinatown. First ever Chinese
restaurant in Chinatown to have a ...Three Star*** rating by the N. Y. Times. Ill Visit a Chinese Art Gallery in Soho

Date: Saturday, December 1, 1990
Time: Departure: 8:30 a.m. Return : 6:30 from New York City
Fee: $5.00 for ESL Club and Ch inese Culture Club member. $8.00 for students
Meeting Place: Circle, Wilkin Theater, Kean College

Tickets will be sold in W 402A
Further information, please contact ESL Club or Chinese Culture Club
Seating space is LIMITED!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Don't Miss It!!!!!!
The Junior Class is having a Reggae Jam
Friday, December 7th
in the Pub 9p.m. - 2a.m.
Admission: $3.00 Kean Students - $4.00 Others
College ID required

Think Co-Op
For The Spring
• For:
- Those who do college teaching;
- Those in college administration;
- Those in college services (publications, academic
computing, libraries, etc.);
- Graduate students preparing for careers in
academe.
• Must have Masters degree or above;
• The dating service serves these cities and their
surrounding areas: NYC, Boston, Philadelphia,
Providence, Hartford, and Amherst;
• Owned and operated sensibly and intelligently
by people with Ph.D.'s. Detailed questionnaire;
no computers.
• Privacy is protected throughout: Information is sent
in a plain envelope; your name is not disclosed
to a potential match unless you say so.
• Cost is $80.
For a packet of information, write:
Academic Companions• 8 Bristol Road
Clinton, New York 13323

On November 26 lhru 29 Monday lhru Thursday, there will be a Referendum
concerning a 25e inaease per a-edit for the Student Activity Fee.
THIS FEE WILL BENEFIT YOU AND YOUR ORGANIZATION.
Inflation as you know effects everyone in our society. In order to keep lhe
amount of presenl programming available to student groups this inaease msut

pass.

There will be a gift exchange. This is optional. Keep in mind that the gift s hould be
afrocentric and it should not exceed $5.00.

I

Place: Cafeteria
Admission: $1.00
Entertainment: D.J. Mike Goida

If you are a Junior, Senior, or a
second-semester
sophomore you
may consider Cooperative Education. Get work experience in your
maj or and earn
credits!!
Contact
Ray
Ford, Director, Cooperative Education, extension 2357
or 2834, East Campus, Room 101.

The last time there was a Student Activity Fee inaease was 1986. 1990-91 The
Student Organization has felt inflation like no other year. Therefore, lhe officers of
Student Organization, Sludent Council, and various Funded Group members
support lhis increase.
What does this mean to you as an individual? A$4.00 per semester inaease in
your Student Activity Fee. But, to lhe Organization it means more Programming,
Special Projects lhat can be done to improve the CoDege Campus, Funded Groups
budgets increased, and greater possibillty for Groups to become Funded.
Please vote to support this referendum, in the long run the sludents will be
paying less than if it doesn't pass. Such as full price for concert, yearbooks,
banquets, conferences. And all programming that the Organization sponsors for
Funded and Non-Funded groups.
Don't forget to vote in favor of lhe referendum on November26-29 in The College
Center Building 9:00 - 5:00.
Thank you for your support,
This Referendum Is endorsed by
The Student Organization of Kean College
of New Jersey, Inc. Executive Board
Student Counc:11

PHYSICAL THERAPY PROFESSIONAL PHASE
ADMISSION APPLICATIONS
Admission applications for the Fall 1991 Pro1esalonal Phase ot the Physical
Therapy Program are now available at the following locations:
Physical Therapy Department
Monday-Wednesday, 9 :00 a.m. - 1:OO p.m.
Thursday, 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon
Willis Hall, W'J07C
527-2227
Evening Office
Hutchinson Hall, J106

Advisement Center
Monday-Friday, 9 :00 a.m. - 12:00 noon
1st Floor, Administration Building Monday-Thursday, 1:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Monday-Friday, 8:'30 a.m . - 4:'30 p.m.
Saturday, 8:'30 a.m.-11 :'JO a.m.
527-20'30
527-2566

To: All Student Groups, Sororities
and Fraternities
Re: Decemberfest December 3, 1990
3-6 p.m. in College Center
From: Office of Student Activities
Please decorate all office doors in College Center with a
holiday/peace theme. If you do not have an office in the
College Center but would like to do something related to the
peace theme, please contact Bev Desch or Tom O'Donnell in

The following scholarships are still available
for the 1990-91 school year.
1. Helen Longacre - Elementary Education Major
2. Edward Paul Ceres - Music Major Specialty
3. Daniel Gallo (Spring Semester) - Part-time student (611 credits). Must have a 3.0 G.P.A. and one dependent.
4. Esther McDevitt - Memorial Scholarship - Part-time
student (6-11 credits) . Must have a 3.0 G.P.A.
5. Catherine A. Blewitt - Junior, Early Childhood and
General Education Curriculum. Graduate of any Newark
School or a resident of Newark.
6. Dr. John J. Kinsella (graduate) - Pursuing graduate
degree in Mathematics.
7. Robert J. Polghlaze (gradutate) - 3.0 G.P.A., N.J.
resident, completed 9 graduate credits at Kean, applicant
can't be a graduate assistant, a member of graduate student
council or receive any type of tuition reimbursement or financial aid.

Applications are available in the Financial Aid Office.
The Deadline for applying is December 15, 1990.
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Burning Our Lives Away
I

By Joyce Donohue

The use of garbage incinerators
will el iminate the need for landfills.
WRONG! Incinerators burn waste;
however, the need for landfills is
not removed.
"Waste management" or "waste
recovery" are terms wh ich those in
favor of incinerators use. Those
against the use of incinerators refer to the use as "burning garbage."
An incinerator is a machine
which burns garbage. The trash is
placed into one side of the incinerator, a burning process occurs,
and the materials which remain
are ash. There are two types of ash
which remain: fly ash and bottom
ash. The fly ash· is toxic and remains at the top of the emission
stack. The bottom ash is sometimes toxic and is found at the
bottom of the stack. After the
material is burned, it is injected
with lime. This temporarily neutralizes the ash.
The fly ash tends to contain the
remnants of heavy metals, such as:

lead, cadmium and mercury. The
fumes from the burning are filtered
through either scrubbers or screens,
and the emissions are supposed to
be monitored. The emission of
mercury from incinerators has
doubled over the past decade. The
scrubbers have retained, at best,
half of the mercury vapors.
The pro-incinerator people claim
that the use of incinerators is a
clean and efficient way to generate energy. They claim that 95
percentoftheemissionscaused by
the burning of garbage is prevented
from entering the air.
Others claim that the use of an
incinerator wastes more energy than
it generates. After burning three
tons of garbage in an incinerator,
one ton of ash if left.
The impact on our health is
very dangerous. The following are
emissions released from incinerators and their-possible health hazards. Mercury causes damage to
the nervous system; lead causes
damage to the kidneys, liver and

the nervous system; arsenic causes
damage to the kidneys; cadmium
causes nerve damage; chromium
causes respiratory problems; carbon monoxide reduces the oxygen
level in blood; sulfur dioxide causes
acid rain.
How do you dispose of this
toxic ash? It is usually brought to a
landfill. Well, then the problem is
solved; right? Instead of three tons
of waste, we now are left with only
one tone which will take up less
room in the landfills. The problem
is that this one ton of ash is highly
concentrated with the hazardous
materials contained in the burned
products.
New Jersey has approximatley
19 proposed incinerators. New
Jersey also has the second highest
level of contaminated air in the
country. There are 115 "superfund"
sites in New Jersey which equal
ten percent of the nation's total.
This is the highest number in any
state.
The first incinerator which began

Oil And The Environment
The Middle East Oil Crisis is an
important concern for all Americans. Although there is personal
controversy as to the reasons our
troops are overseas, one of the
underlying causes is oil. With many
alternate reusable sources of energy, such as solar energy, water
energy and wind energy, Americans are still dependent on oil. We
pay outrageous prices for oi I and
in turn it pollutes our environment. Oil is a convenient resource,
yet it has some skeletons in the
closet. Is oil really an advantageous resource? I have Iisted some
facts explaining how oil and the
oil industry have damaged our
environment. Hopefully, this will
influence people to use alternate
reusable sources of energy that
will save the environment.
1. Of nine major companies
surveyed, on average, they spilled
collectively over 144,000 gallons
of oil related material every month.
2. One hundred thirty-six petrochemical factories along a seventy-five mile stretch of the Mississippi River (known as "Canter

Alley") releases more than 900
million pounds of toxic chemicals
into the environment each year.
3 . About one hundred hazardous fluids are used in oil drilling
operations.
4. The toxicities of many chemical additives and by-products used
in refining and petrochemical
production are unknown - their
effects on human health may not
show for years.
5. The approximate costs to
clean up the Exxon Valdex oil spill
- 400 Million.
6. You pay at the pumps and
through your taxes: The government paid 57 Billion to galvanize
the oil industry in 1988 with subsides, tax shelters, and military
activity to protect the oil industry
interests.
7. Market price of Middle East
oil if both routine U.S. Military
costs to maintain our Middle East
forces and costs of Operation Desert
Shield are included: $61/barrel.
8. In July 1989, 56.9% of the
U.S. trade deficit was due to oil
imports. Since 1971 the U.S. has
paid foreigners 51 o,ooo,000,000
for oil.

Attention Freelance
Envlronmentallst

H.<J>.P.E.

By}. Murphy

Do you have an environmental Issue you would
Ilka to see addressed. If
so, submit an artlcle that
Interest you. Send the
article to the Independent
office In the College Center, Attn: John Murphy,
Nicole DeJura, Joyce
Donohue.

Meeting

Dec.5
3:05 in
The Grlll Room

Question and
Answer Column

Located In

Have any questions about
our "Mothef''? Write to the
"Life on Earth" Page, Attn:

The College Center

John Murphy, Nicole
DeJura, Joyce Donohue.
We will answer them In
our weekly questions and
answer column.

Everyone
Is Welcome

The Monmouth County incinerator will emit several thousand
tons of toxic gases. The incinerator
will use over 125,000 gallons of
drinking water daily.

When a town or county agrees
to the building of an incinerator, a
contract is signed between the town
and the incinerator company. The
contract guarantees that a certain
amount of garbage will be supplied by the town/county or a
penalty will be paid. If recycliing
programs are increased, the amount
of solid waste will decrease. This
means that garbage may have to
be brought in from other areas of
the state or the country in order to
keep the incinerator operating.
Incinerators also need a certain
amount of paper combined with
the trash in order to operate property.

A Tintin Falls incinerator will
produce 170,000 tons of toxic ash
annually.
Toxic ash has been used as
building material in ether countries, and there are people attempting to use it as a material for roadways. Would you like to live in a
house built partially by toxic ash?

An additional problem with the
use of incinerators is that it removes the incentive to recycle and
to compost our waste. Both save
precious resources which the earth
and its habitants need to survive.
By removing the incentive to recycle, we are digging our graves
quicker than before.

operating was in Warren County.
The county has had to pay up to
$280 per ton of toxic ash to have it
removed from their community.
The Bergen County incinerator
will use approximately 250,000
gallons of drinking water daily. It
will emit over 5,000 tons of toxic
gases into the air. The construction of this incinerator has so far
cost$425 million and itwill burn
up to 3,000 tons of garbage daily
(The Record, 11 /9/90).

Energizing Facts
1) Percentage of U.S. oil supplied by Iraq and Kuwait prior to
the current trade embargo: 5

2) Percentage of U.S. oil that
could be saved by raising car fuel
efficienty standards by 2.8 miles
per gallon: 5
3) Amount of crude oil wasted
in 1986 by that year's rollback of
U.S light-vehicle efficiency standards: equal to 1985 imports from
the entire Persian Gulf
4) Percentage of Dept. of Energy budget spent on energy in
1980: 81; percentage spent on
nuclear weapons production: 19
5) Percentage of Dept. of Energy budget spent on energy in
1989: 41 ; percentage spent on
nuclear weapons production: 19
6) Percentage of oi Ithat goes to
fuel cars and trucks: 49
7) Average MPG (miles per
gallon) for cars driven in the U.S.:
19
8) MPG of most fuel efficient
car on market: 55
9) MPG of most fuel efficient
car developed: 121 (Renault)
10) Cost to build a mile of urban highway: $100 million
11) Cost to build a mile of light

rail mass transit: $15 million
12) Change in federal funding
for mass transit from 1981 to 1989:
Minus SO percent

13)The United States has 6% of
the world population but accounts
for appx. 30% of the world's annual energy consumption
14) According to Amory Lovins
from the Rocky Mountain Institute
''full practical use, in existing buildings and equipment, of the best
electricity-saving
technologies
already on the market would save
about 3/4 of all electricity now
used ."
15) A single 18-watt compact
flouresrent lamp produces the same
amount of light as a 75-watt incandescent lamp for approximately
13 times as long, and saves $20$30 worth of utility fuel
16) The energy wasted in the
U.S. today costs about twice as
much as the federal budget deficit,
or more than the entire $1 0 ,000-asecond military budget
17} Number of years d oil supply
from undeveloped offshore oil
reserves in Alaska, Florida Gulf,
Pacific and Atlantic Coasts and the
Arctic Refuge: 2

16) Nuclear energy is no sound
alternative: The dead\y waste that
con.s frotn nuc,_, power

sen-

eration stays toxic for 220,000 years;

the Chernobyl accident will by
Soviet estimates cause 40,000
deaths worldwide over the next 70
years; by independent scientific
estimates, 280,000 to 500,000.
19) the amount of recoverable
solar energy that falls on the United
States per year is greater than the
annual energy consumption of the
entire country. Most electricity and
heat requirements of urgan areas
,can be met using available roof
space for solar collectors
20) Wind energy has the potential to provide up to 20% of the

U.S. energy supply in the future
21) Federal funding for renewable-energy research and development between 1981 and 1989
was cut 90% (w/inflation) - from
$718.5 million in fiscal 1980 to
$114.7 million in fiscal 1989
22) The price of photovoltaic
electricity has fallen tenfold since
1976 and in 10 years the cost
could be low enough to compete
with most conventional electricity
sources for generating peak daytime power

Request From Earth
Due to the weather change, many people are making sure
that their cars are in good shape. Here are four simple acts
which any car owner can do:
1 . When buying a new car battery, trade in the old battery.
Car batteries contain .lead and sulfuric acid which are harmful
to humans and to the environment.
2. Recycle used motor oil. Gas stations which sell motor oil
are mandated to buy back used motor oi I.
3. Buy recycled motor oil. Companies are beginning to sell
recycled motor oil.
4. Purchase retreaded tires. Retreaded tires last 90% as long
as new ti res.
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Denise, Look! A Personal just
for you! Take care sweetheart! Love,
Todd

Jiz, Do you KNOW how hard
Julia St. was to getl
Jules, Look! There's a sign written in English! Todd

INDEPENDENT

Velveeta, Cheddar and Swiu,
you guys are molded cheese and I
love Yaaaassss!
Can we get a drink already?
We've been here an hour and I
have no drink. Where is itl Excuse
me _ _ can we get drinks!

Mel, Sheri, Lynn and Nadine Julia, Hay! Don't step over the Thank you so much for the use of
red line! Love, The Red Line Police your room - always! 409 Bartlett
will never be the same! Love,

Jayme

Jizzer, Taking kinky pictures and Stacey
with a drunk man again? MAV!
Claudine, Thank you for the
Julia, Thank-you. Todd
rose. You made me smile. I love
you I Love, Jayme
Front Row, Want a piece of
cake? MAVerick!
To the Sisters of Rho Sigma Chi
I LOVE YOU

Lym, WOW, What a nitel Thank
God, for the cheeses coming to the
rescue. Love ya, Michele

Mel, How'z your husband? I
still have to go to his room.
Bob... Bob who?mm Love, The
Cheddar
Sheri, Who's the unlucky man
now? (only kidding) The question
is, where is that LUCKY man? Love,

Cheese
lt'sThursdaynightlll Let's sport
to Mackadoos

StacEy, Hi roomiel Are you going
to sleepl I won't unplug your clock,
and yes, the alarm is set. No, I'm
not cold, I'm very hot. I'm putting
the fan onll ha ha. Love, Your 11
room\e, M\c:hele

- It's the togetherness that counts.
We're still the best, Now and Forever. Love in Sisterhood, Jayme

Meathead, You kicked my dog,
Love, Jing

Robbie, Why can't I be U? The
beautiful Redhead
Al: Greatiel Can I borrow it
sometime? Dave
David, You're a great friend.
We love you, but you are an alcoholic, get some help!!!

)emifer, You were my first friend
at Kean. We've always been close
and now we're sisters! Thanks for
being a great friend. Love ya,

Claudine
Jayme, Thanks for always putting a smile on my face . Work it!
Love, Claudine
Lynn (Squeaky), Hey babe thanks for putting up with me these
past couple of days, you're a great
friend and sister! Stay Sweet, Never
Change! Love in Sisterhood, Maris

To the sisters of Rho Sigma Chi,
know that you guys are great Thanks

long talks - you helped me a lot. I for everything! No one could ask
for nicer sisters! Thanks! Love ya
love you. Love, Jayme
lots - Marissa

Cindy, Thanks for being a friend
through good times and bad. Always
remember: Sam (and where he's
been), •unskinny Bup• •1 didn't
put a gun to your head,• the Haunted
Cafe, and of course your main
man Bartl Twelve days till your
Birthday! Friendship and Sisterhood Always, Claudine P.S. Don't
worry Scott wasn't worth it anyway!

Rodney- :After you passed me,
I paced you doing 77-78. I'll give
you the lower one.• Yeah right?!
Faux Pas on you
Rod- Thanks for the invite! The
band was great. Next time hold on
to your drinks. Janine & Egda

Rod and Cliff - You guys can't
sing Meatloaf even with our help J
&E

To all the Sisters of Rho Sigma
Chi, Thanks for always putting up
with my moods and temper tantrums! You are the best of friends!
Love in Sisterhood, Claudine

Carrie-Mr. Blu'swasfun. Tanx
O.ris - How's the pink flamingo?

T~I

Kiss the chrome, Slave!

Criselda and Clarita: Thanks
Vinnie, Thanks for a great last for the music, David
year of school. I love you! Patty
Caleeb: Sorry! Mike and Dave
Gypsy- Older men and contraband - the perfect mix. The Evil
Hey Andy- If you run down the
One
hall naked, I will
Dave E. - I have pictures of
you ...

Gypsy- You should watch who's
hands you fall asleep on. The Evil
One

Whelan, Weinert, Flippen &
Filet - Great game of tackel; we
want a rematch

Hey Desenzo, Kiss the cement
Yo Giants Fans- Fact:thePhila-

Hill, How many white hats do
you have? Love, Jing

Murph - Have any intimate
conversations lately? The Evil One

delphia Eagles 31; the NY Giants
13 Life is sweet

Hill, You snore louder than I
do! The Beautiful Redhead

Dave and Chucki sittin' in a
tree ...

Danielle - Can you signs cameo? T hanks for the card.

Robbie, You are so photogenic,

Lips - Someone else besides
Mark loves you. The boy with the
thorn in his side.

Jingles_ Bananas, Zombies, and
guys in boxers. A typical Saturday
night! Love you anyway, Q Daisy

Joyce- Yes, today is Tuesday•..

Q Daisy - Did you see that
hugh VAG---? Jing

pleaselll
Yes Dave, That's the Capitol!
Todd has coke snots.

Dave and Chucky, Honesty is
the ket to a successful relationship
I LOVE MORRISSEYIIII

Jing, I miss Bow-Bowl! Q Daisy
Q: Daisy is ... psychic!!

Rob, You are a long-haired
freakll Jing
Kimmie - Keep eye contact at
all times, Love, Q Daisy

John- You long-haired rightious
dude, hippie freak with a crazy
tatoo, Woodstock Nation takes Ollel'
the world. Are You kidding me?
Rob H: Great Comic! D.Z.
Sister Col - May, I tell you, you
REEK?! Love your KOOLEST grandlittle, Kath

All I heard coming from behind
that closed door was the sound of
jingling bells..•
Picture, picture on the wall
whose that passed out in the hall?

G _ Nice party, you know I'd be
t he re for ya ...
Hill - Cool logo comicl Jing
Q Daisy - How fast do you
REALLY drive down the Parkway?

Jing
Mark-Wasn't it fun wandering
around Woodstock for four hours?

Jing
Rob - When are you getting a
haircut? Jing

Joe K: If she goes into those
woods, forget about her!
Jenn: I love you I Dave

Joe S. - Happy 5th month anniversary! I miss you a lot.Can'twait
till you come hom.e Good luck in
school! I Love You! Noel P.
J.V.S. - I'll getthe rtial and error
in the righforder (before not after)
NEXT TIME we look for pictures
O.K.l N.S.P.

Diana - All I have to say is
"WOWt• What an exciting past
few weeks this has been! I'm beginning to become confused!
What's a girl to do? Love ya! LoveN-Sisterhood-Cindy Joy

Hey guys - I just wanted to let you

Melanie - Thank you for all the

Diamonds may be a girls best
friend ... but Daisies are forever.

Mike S: Gymnasium Blues! D.Z.

Sheri, I think it's time for another round of Mind Erasers - Come
on we're Soba ... 11 Hey, can I
borrow the community sweater?!
Love ya, Claudine

Dave - How many shots did
you do two weeks agol - Us
Who is Biff?

Chris- Wnat some more lemon
drops? Jing
I LOVE MORRISSEYIII
Thanks to the D.C. gang for
making me ride the elevator!

Scott - I feel a big win this
weekend I If we have al I these "feelings" where do we go wrong? Thanks
for all your help and being such a
great friend! We will win! Love,
Cindy
Annie! We were flashed! Oh
Nol Hanging out at the sports cafe
is a blast! Now we gotta move you
in GRORI
Alexis, Is that your real color
hairl?I Love the REAL Redhead .
P.S. How'ss Negril sounding?
Jayme - The minutes are wrong
- The minutes are wrong! Work
ITIII Love, Claudine and Christine
Christine, You did what? In a
small wooded AREA?! Remember
your score was higher than mine.

Love,ClaudineP.S. Neverdevulge
the secret.
Melissagale - Thanks for the
use of your humble abode. We
love you Meliuagale.

Mel - Can't wait till Januaryll I
am so excited - Room of Drexel
Rejectsll Yeah - I miss you! Love
ya, Cindy
KOT Pledges - Wait you're no
longer pledges! Congratulations.
Welcome to sisterhood. Was it
that bad? When it's over it's over.
Love, Cindy

Markk- Everything wi 11 be okay
- think lacrossll Get well soonll
Remember who caresll Love, Cindy
Bert - Stop avoiding Kathyll
You owe us- Her time, my moneyll
We still love you? ,You must wear
the shirt without a sweat shirt over
itll Then your forgiven. Lo.,e, Cindy
Teddie - Rough weekend at
W .V.? Take a shower alreadyll
You look almost as bad as me!
Love, Cindy
Julia - Who cares!! Stop and
think about it - NEVERII Remember who you can trust and count
on!Stopbodyslammingme. Love,
Cindy
Lauren - Sure you can type!
Only kidd ing - thanks. I'm so glad
we have been hanging out more,
Thurs. nights. Get ID please! I love
you. Cindy

KOT Sisters: Shotslll How many
did we do- I can't count after ten II
I love you guys, can I count on
your guys every Thurs. night? Love,

Cindy
HAPPY FIRST BIRTHDAY TO
BABY, I LOVE YOU WITH MY
LIFEII
A
CERTAIN
PHOTO
ED ...Should teach their friends to
cross the streetlll

YO NICK! Can you stand up?
That Beautiful Red Head She's
a du du du du du •.•dancin'
machine••• Luv Val

KDT Sisters - Sports Section!
Wonder if the guy ever realized
we took a picture of him! Closing
out the Archway at 3:00 AM a
must! - Kathy

Kim - This one's for freshmen
year! I really miss yal Hope to see
you coming around again! Take it
one day at a time and it will all
work outl Love-N-Sisterhood
ALWAYS - Cindy
Andy, Thanks for being, "my
Andy•! You looked great! Most of
all thanks for being such a GREAT
guy and sticking by me all the
time! You're AWESOME! I love
ya! Love Always - Ragedy Ann
Omega - Here's to an AWESOME year! So far - so good! Thinks
just keep getting better! You guys
are the BEST sisters in the world! I
love ya all! Love-N-Sisterhood,
Tremors
Chris - Next exam Rob and I are
swimming in the Quad too ... even
if we have to fill it up ourselves!
Thanks for being a great friend.
Love-N-Peanuts, Cindy
Rob - Congratulations on making the honor soceity. Keep up the
good work! Anita
Amy - Thanks for all your help
this season. Your schedule was
tight, but you helped us get a 2nd
degree. Thanks again. Karen
Nicole - You're the BEST big
ever. I'll miss you tonight at the
semi but we'll make up for it at the
25th. I love you. Your Little Karen
Omega - T ongiht is the night.
Have a blast and get wasted. Cedars will never be the same after
tonight. Love and Sisterhood
Swayin' Smoocher
Amy - Last year at this time we
had the man of our dreams. This
year we're having the time of our
lives. The hell with them- here's to
us. Love & Sisterhood, Karen
Amy - l'mgladwe'renotstayin'
at a hotel after our semi. At least
this year we can't find your date
sleeping outside your door. Love
& Sisterhood, Karen

Harry - Thanks for coming
'tonight. You know what it means
to me. I'm glad that we stayed
close after everything we've been
through. I'll always love you, Karen

Jacki - One night we'll get drunk
together and maybe one day we'll
do aerobics (hatla}. Love your
Roomie Karen
Bert, Teddy & Danny - Thanks
again for helping with my car.
We'll do dinner again soon. Dan,
you missed it. Karen
Jamie - Great •L• Party last
Wednesday night. I just love my
new toy (only kidding). Karen
M - I'm glad we were together
again last week. We talked about a
lot. Let's continue our friendship,

we're both in no rush. Love K
The Independent wifl refuse to run.
Personals that specifically name any
individual(s) or group(s) in a
derogatory fa shion . The paper
disavows personals that do not
specifically name individuals or
groups, and disclaims any responsibility for · whatever inferences
readers make. No P.ersonals with 35

words or more will be accepted. If
you would like to submit a personal, it must be dropped througt,
the slot in CC-119 by Friday 12
Cin-D: It was a TORNADO. noon for the following Thursday.
That better? I think that was my -Along with the Personal should be:
hell week, too. Thanks for helping 25 cents per personals, author'.s
me through it, sweetie! Scale the •. ,1ame and phone #. Without either
fance, then we'll go wake Teddy. of these, the personal wlll not run.
Love you, Kath
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Phi Kappa Phi Offers Graduate Fellowships
The Kean College of New Jersey chapter of Phi Kappa Phi National Honor
Society is inviting applications from outstanding senior students for competitive
fellowships worth up to $7,000 for first-year graduate of professional study. Fifty of
these pretigious fellowships will be awarded nationwide. Thirty additional honorable mention awards of $500 will be made.
The criteria used in the selection process in dude scholastic achievement, high
standardized test scores, honors and enrichment programs, leadership and
participation In university and community activities, expression of study plans and
career goals, plus evaluations by faculty. Graduating seniors with superior academic and leadership records should lmmedlately contact the Phi Kappa Phi
representative Dr. Charles Fethe, (J-104-H, 527-2583) or Dr. Robert Metz (C316, 527-2513) for additional information. The standardized tests must be taken no
later than December.
Phi Kappa Phi, which was founded in 1897, has more than 250 chapters at
universities and colleges throughout the nation. It is the only major national
scholastic honor society which recognizes academic excellence in all disciplines.
The Fellowship Program was established in 1932 and since then has given more
than 1100 fellowship awards and 400 honorable mention awards.

Tutors Wanted
The Learning Assistance Program is seeking
qualified tutors for the Spring 1991 semester. Tutors
must have completed at least one year at Kean. We
particularly need students qualified to tutor Accounting, Business, Economics, Natural Sciences,
Math & GE courses. Interested applicants should
bring a copy of their academic transcript to Willis
100, or call 527-2272.

Singer Wanted
For Staff Association Xmas Party
on Dec 13 at noon in the Alumni Lounge.
Please call Jeanne Major, 527-2098
or visit in T-119. Thank you.

.

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
{Non-Denominational)
Come Fellowship With Us
Visitors are Welcome
We meet Tues. 1 :40 J-132
or call Brian at 351-1847
Attention: Communication/
Journallsm, Polltlcal Science and
Pre-Law Majors and Student Leaders
Make the Nation's Capital Your
Classroom
Washington: News Cip//al of the World

Dec. 30, 1990 to Jan. 12, 1991.
Leaders on Leadership
Dec. 30, 1990 to Jan. 12, 1991
Law and Society
Jan. 13 to Jan. 18, 1990
•Earn up to 3credits in one or two
weeks
•Meet with today's leaders during
these seminars
•eombine a seminar with an internship, if desired
For more Information, contact:
Dr. Howard Rubin, 527-2069;
Bruno 820-8939
•

111111c1 p1p111

Best Fundralser on campus! Is your fraternity, sorority
I I
I
or club interested in earning 19,278 to choose from - all subjects
$500.QO tO $1,000.00 for a one- Order CatalOg Today with Vin/MC or COO
week, on-campus marketing I - project? You must be well- Or, rush $2.00 to : ReMerch Aulatllnce
organized and hard working. 11322Idatio Ave . 12os-sN, Los Angeles , CA 9002s
Custom research also available-all levels
WANTED: Students PT/FT Call Kim J. at (800) 592 _2121 _
Earn $3,000-$$5,000 a month
For Sale: Red Mazda RX7,
managing sales forces for
1983, 5 sp., AM/FM, Blk inteSpringfield Marketing firm. Flex
F
A
S
T
rior. Price: negotiable. See Pat
hours. If you are energetic, self- Freshman Center.
FUNDRAISING
motivated and work well with
PROGRAM
others, call Mike or John at
(201) 376-1770.
$1000 just one week.
Spring Break 1991 - Indi- ·Earn up to $1000 for your
Dr. Blank tacla 11 IIDlon
vidual or student organization
campus organization. Plus
comp11t1
ml•- Copious
needed to prorme Spring Break
a chance at $5000 more!
studr
fflllmtlls.
Video
trip. Earn money, free trips and
This program works! No
vauable work experience. CALL
Cllllltl
.
.
.
.
.
. Interview
investment needed. Call
NOW!! Inter-Campus Procollllllllng. 911% •rm rate.
1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50
grams: 1-800-327-6013.

aqnq;l~~J;9le22

in

ZON UNLIMITED TRAVEL

(800) 232-3999 ..
WAKE N' BAKE!! Quality
vacations to exotic destinations
for Spring Break in Jamaica/
CancurvMargarita Island, starting at $429.00! Organize group
travel free!! Book ear1y and save
$30.00. Call 1-800-426-7710!
WANTED: Enthusiastic
individual or student organization to promote Spring Break
destination for 1991. Earn
commissions, free trips and
vauable work experience. Apply
nowllll Call Student Travel
Service at 1-800-265-1799.

}ii
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Visitors are Welcome!
Meetings: Tues. 1:40 & Wed. 3:05
J-132
For info: 351-1847 Ask For Brian

This announcement Is to Inform you that an internshp placement Is
available at the Holocaust National Memorial Commission for the
Spring 1991 semester.
Although other Internship placements are available through the
Washington Center, this particular one offers some very attractive
features, such as a tuition waiver, paid program fee, paid housing and
a weekly stipend of $50-75.
Any student Interested in this or anyother placement, please do not
hesitate to contact me at 820-8938 or Dr. Howard Rubin at 527-2069.

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED: Excellent
salary, Morris Avenue office.
Part time hours flexible around
class schedule. Days, evenings
or weekends. No typing. Call
687-9821.

Excellent opportunity to earn
money and free trips, work flexible hours and acquire useful
work experience. Call HORI·

Non-Denominational

I

CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED

WANTED: SPRING BREAK
SALES REPRESENTATIVES

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship

MISCELLANEOUS
ADOPTION - love, secuBlind Student needs reader
rity, happiness, education and for Intro. to Algebra. If interall the best to your newborn. ested, contact, or leave a
We are Christian childless message with Siham 745-1608.
couple with large extended
family. PLEASE answer our
CHILDCARE _WORKER/
prayers. Legal & confidential. D~IVER. Res~nsIb!e student
Expenses paid. Call Eileen or . withcartoprov1dech1ldcarefor
Scott collect 201-694-3204
9 year old boy, 2-3 afternoons/
week. (Hours 3:30 - 6:00 p.m.)
$ EXTRA INCOME$ Inter-· Homework help, some driving,
national Marketing Firm has and childcare. Call 351-3582
openings for sales and man- evenings.
agement positions. Great pay
Disabled student needs
and benefits including tuition student with car to do errands
reinbursement. For appoint- and help food shop, will pay up
ment call Tammi - 379-9292. to $5.00 an hr. Must be dependable person. Please call
353-5440 ask for Cheri.

RIDE NEEDED-from Kean
to Warren Township on Thursdays at 1:30 beginning Nov. 15
through
the end of the semesDr. Blank 111 966-9054
ter. I will help you pay for gas.
· COME TO THE BEST
WANTED: Enthusiastic Call Christine at 467-8553 and
DAT/OAT
BEACH IN FLORIDA FOR
individual or student organiza- leave a message.
SPRING BREAK· DAYTONA
HAYRIDERS _ A camera
FOR SALE - Car Stereo tion to promote Spring Break
BEACH - Avoid costly room System: Blaupunkt receiver & destination for 1991 . Earn
rates - There are a wide variety E.Q. , 2 Infinity speakers & 2 commissions, free trips and fNaS lost on the hayride. If you
of hotel properties to meet your Kenwood Speakers - Awesom& vauable work experience. Apply · found it can you please report it
needs - ask us for a recom- sounding system! $350.00 - Now!!! Call Student Travel toStudentActivities527-2044.
mendation!
Willing to talk. Call mornings: Services at 1-800-265-1799. Cash Reward! Thanks.
MALE STUDENT -from out
287-1400 ext. 5431 • ask for
TRANSPORTION: DOTS Rita
of state seeks room and board
Kean College
in Union or surrounding area
(Daytona Or1ando Transit ServCommunication-Help Center A.S.A.P. 352-9503. Leave
ice) offers shuttle transportaFOR SALE - Fur Coat.
tion from Daytona Beach Air- Raccoon. Full length. Size 8message for Todd.
port and Or1anclo Airport to your 10. like new. $750. or best
HOT LINE
LOST: Black Catbage Patch
hotel. We also offer transpor- offer. 289-3584.
1-800-376-7805
Kid,
female. lost during registation to your favorite attractg527-2360
•527-2330
tration.
Please help a little girl
FOR SALE· '83 Ford Musions. Call 1-800-223-1965 for
smile
again.
If found, please
tang.
5
spd.
ps/pb,
ac,.
Must
information.
Monday thru Friday
return to E.E.O. AdministraSell! Best Offer. Call 351-3662.
9am -12am
tion Bldg.
Saturday thru Sunday
STUDENT NEEDS RIDE
For Classified
2pm -12am
from Springfield to Kean, MInfo Call
Have a Problem? Want to Rap? W-Th. Work with your schedlnformation and Referrals
ule, willing to pay. Please con355-0174
tact: Tara (201) 376-6828.

- - - - - - -- ----··-0·
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South Of Heaven
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SPORTS

Sports Photographers
Needed

Basketball Teams Begin Season 3-0
The Kean basketball teams
started off in spectacular fashion,
winning their respective seasonopening tournaments and their
home openers for 3-0 records.
The men began the season
participating in the Varsity Club
Tournament at Susquehanna University. They defeated the host
school, 83-70, in the first round
behind 25 points from senior guard
Herman Alston (Newark).
In the finals the Cougars fought
off a pesky Grove City College
squad, 62-56. Juniorforward Ryan
Marsh (Newark) led the way for
Kean with 16 points and 12 rebounds while forward Donnelly
McCants (Fayetteville, N.C.) added
16 points and 10 rebounds.
Marsh was honored as tournament MVP as he had 26 rebounds
and 25 points in the two games.
Alston was selected to the AIITournament team.
In their home opener, the men
dominated Bloomfield College 95-

23. Alston again led the way with
29 points on 10 of 20 shooting.
Junior guard Rich Lustig (Mahwah)
added 19 points on seven of 11
shooting (five of seven from three
point range). Lustig is now nine of
12 from beyone the three-point
line in the three games. McCants
and freshman guard Kevin
Mcloughlin (Bedford Lakes) also
played well for the squad which
was without starters Tommy Williams, Tom Cook, and Fred Drains
and reserves Eric George, Ryan
Marsh, and Reggie Anderson.
The women's squad matched
the men stride for stride by winning the Cortland Toumament. They
defeated Clarkson, 62-53, in the
first round behind 18 points from
senior center Veronica Rice (Long
Branch). Senior guard Kelly Anne
Whelan (Riverton) added 12 points
for Kean.
The Cougars took on the host
school in the final and dominated
them all the way for a 75-61 win.

Rice and sophomore guard Cathy
Hayden (Ridgefield Park) led all
scorers with 15 while guard Dawn
Dickten (Lanoka Harbor) added
13 and tournament MVP Alice
Regan Oersey City) had 14. Dickten and Rebecca Greer (Freehold)
were named to the AII-Tournament team.

In their home opener the women
jum ped out to a big lead and held
off a furious Western Connecticut
rally for an exciting 62-61 victory.
Rice was the big gun for Kean
with 20 points, six rebounds, three
steals, and three blocked shots.
Greer added 14 and Regan 10.

Both squads travel to Trenton
State this Tueaday for a doubleheader against the Lions. The
women then return home for the
Cougar Classic on Friday and Saturday while the men play a Saturday afternoon contest against
William Paterson.

•

Winter Sports Roundup
Male Athlete of the Week-Junior guard Rich Lustig (Mahway)
began the season with a shooting
exhibition. In Kean's three games
he is nine of 12 from three point
range and 14 of 20 overal I. He has
35 points in Kean's three games
and in two of the team's three
victories he played a major role in
the win. A transfer from Mitchell
Junior College Lustig is playing his
first season for Kean.

Female Athlete of the Week-Senior center Veronica Rice (Long
Branch) scored 53 points in the
Cougars three season-opening
victories. She led Kean to the championsh ip of the Cortland Tournament with 33 points in the two
games. In the squad's thrilling 6261 vi story over Western Connecticut Ricre had a team-high 20 points
along with six rebounds, three steals,
and three blocked shots.
Women's Basketball (3-0, 0-0)
Last Two Weeks: Defeated Clarkson, 62-53, on Nov. 17 in first
round of Cortland Tournament.
Defeated Cortland, 75-61, on Nov.
18 in championship game. Defeated Western Connecticut, 6261, on November 20. This Week:
Tuesday, November 28 at Trenton
State, 6 pm; Friday, November 30Saturday December 1 Cougar
Classic (Frostburg, Catholic, and
Ferrum).
Men's Basketball (3-0, 0-0) Last
Week : Defeated Susquehanna, 8370, in Varsity Club Tourn. First
Round on Friday, November 16.
Defeated Grove City, 62-56, in
Championship game of Varsity Club
Tournament on Saturday, November 17. Defeated Bloomfield, 9573, on Tuesday, November 20.
This Week: Wednesday, November 28 at Trenton, 8 p.m.; Saturday, December 1 William Paterson, 2 p.m.
Wrestling (0-3, 0-0) Last Week:
Lost to Springfield on November
7. Lost to Cheyney and Central
Connecticut in a tri-meet on November 14. This Week: November
27 at Tri-meet vs. Manhattan and
NYU, 7 p.m. November 29 RutgersNewark, 7 p.m. December 1 at
Princeton, W. New England and
Drexel.
Despite the poor start there are
many bright spots for Coach
Spencer's Cougars. Heavyweight
lvis Viola is undefeated through
the three matches and one tourna-

ment (the squad participated in
the King's Tourney on November
10) with a 5-0-1 record. Also Frank
Croce (Roselle Park) is undefeated
with a 7-0-1 record.
The squad is looking to get off
to a good start in the conference
slate when they battle RutgersNewark on Wednesday.

Fall Sports Honorees
Team Honors - Soccer - NJAC Champions - NCAA Regional Finalists
Volleyball - NJAC Champions
Women's Soccer - NCAA Tournament

Field Hockey All Conference
First Team - Dee Kelleher - Goaltender
Cheryl Bullock - Mldfield
All Region First Team - Dee Kelleher
All American Second Team - Dee Kelleher

Women's Tennis
First Team All Converence at First Singles - Lucis Drumgould
First Team All Conference Second Doubles - Lisa Dragon - Lucia Drumgould
Conference Player of the Year: Lucia Drumgould

Men's Soccer
Conference Player of the Year: Gerg Bajek
Conference Rookie of the Year: Fred Guiran
First Team All Conference:
Greg Bajek Forward Fred Guiran, Forward
Kevin East, Goaltend~r Theo Allotey, Back John Napoli, Midfield
Second Team All Conference:
Tom Acton, Back Pascal Clerigo, Forward Jacques Gonzales, Midfield
First Team All Region: Greg Bajek
Second Team All Region: Fred Guiran
Third Team All Region: Tom Acton

Football
First Team All Conference:
Mike Montalbano, Linebacker Tyrone Mason, Defensive Line
Second Team All Conference:
Mike Leonard, Linebacker Rodeny Bond, Running Back

VolleyBall
Conference Player of the Year: Michelle Kirkland
Conference Coach of the Year: M. Bridgit White
First Team All Conference: Lucy Crespo, Michelle Kirkland, Sue Bishop

